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CANADA AND ARIZONA:
A PARTNERSHIP THAT’S
ALWAYS SUNNY.
Canadian tourism has a big impact on Arizona’s economy.
The proof is in the numbers:
• In 2013, nearly 800,000 Canadians visited Arizona
• Canada represents one of the top international markets
for visitation to Arizona
• Canadians come to shop, dine, sightsee, participate in
sports or outdoor activities, and spend an average of
$1,300 (CAD) per visit
• It’s just a three-hour plane ride between Phoenix and
most major cities in Western Canada
Explore the opportunities presented by a strong CanadaArizona partnership. The future has never looked brighter.
Sources: Tourism Economics 2013 • Smith Travel Research 2013 • Statistics Canada 2011 & 2012

Tourism.az.gov

Ten years ago, when I started the CABC, my only goal was to
double cross-border trade from $2.5 billion to $5 billion. As you
read through this year’s guide you will see how those numbers
have grown, along with tourism and foreign direct investment,
mostly because Canada and Arizona enjoy a longstanding safe,
trustworthy, and secure relationship.
Safety and Security between Best Friends. What I feel needs to be
discussed is the incredible relationship that exists between two great
countries and how this partnership has impacted Arizona. Trust, security
and safety—three words that define the Canada-U.S. relationship.
From NORAD (North American Defense Command), to the longest
undefended open border two countries share together. This has allowed
for a smooth and natural relationship between two countries that
involves transportation corridors, shared energy grids, and many other
harmonized industries and regulatory treaties that generates over $1.5
trillion going back and forth every year.
Why is all this so important for Arizona-Canada relations? Because
in the last 10 years, Canada has recognized Arizona as a friendly, safe,
and secure state to visit, live, work, and play. Today, there are over 120
nonstop flights connecting the two regions, and this has aided in the
rapid escalation of investments being made by Canadians into the state.
There are many unique reasons why this relationship works so well.
The Canada-United States Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC)
brings together senior representatives of both governments with
responsibilities for domestic regulation, international trade, and foreign
affairs under a two-year mandate to increase regulatory cooperation
between both countries.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper and President Barack Obama
announced the Beyond the Border Declaration and the Canada-United
States RCC on February 4, 2011. Both initiatives seek to deepen

our partnership and enhance our security, prosperity, and economic
competitiveness while respecting each other’s sovereignty.
The Beyond the Border Declaration articulates a perimeter approach
to security in which both countries work together to address threats at
the earliest point possible—within, at, and away from our borders—
while facilitating the lawful movement of people, goods, and services
into our countries and across our shared border.
Canada and the United States have enjoyed over 200 years of peaceful
bilateral relations.
In a recent five-year period (2009-2013), Canada’s share of U.S.
crude oil imports has grown from 21 percent to 33 percent, and crude
oil from Canada is displacing crude oil coming from other countries.
The projected increases in U.S. and Canadian domestic oil production
have led industry analysts to forecast that the U.S. can achieve North
American energy independence in the next decade. This is an incredible
amount of economic activity occurring offshore migrating back to North
America, to the benefit of our integrated economy.
Canada and the U.S. have been working cooperatively on transboundary water issues for over 100 years.
Responsible water resource management is already a major cornerstone
of our bilateral relationship. We are confident that this aspect of our
relationship will remain strong as we begin to take up the environmental
challenges of the 21st century.
In 1909, Canada and the U.S. signed the Boundary Waters Treaty—
the world’s first environmental agreement. This treaty has guided our two
nations in our joint stewardship of trans-boundary water resources and
will continue to do so for hundreds of years to come.
The United States is Canada’s premier partner in the Arctic, and our
goal is a more strategic engagement on Arctic issues.
Canada and the U.S. have long collaborated in the Arctic in science
and technology, environmental protection, infrastructure development,
and surveillance. There are numerous bilateral agreements that provide
the framework for economic development and security in the Arctic.
NORAD is the most significant joint military activity in the Arctic.
NORAD’s integrated command structure and our collaboration through
the U.S. and Canadian coast guards demonstrate how our two countries
work together to reinforce sovereignty and Arctic security. The U.S.
participates in Canada’s annual Operation NANOOK. The two coast
guards conduct joint exercises, operations, and delivery of services and
work together on a variety of public safety, law enforcement, search and
rescue, research, and environmental preparedness and response activities.
Canada and the United States have a shared responsibility, and our
incredible relationship will remain intertwined forever.
Sincerely,

C.A.B C.

R. Glenn Williamson
CEO and Founder
Canada Arizona Business Council
Conseil des affaires canadiennes en Arizona
www.canaz.net

from the publisher
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A

ll indicators point to a great
year ahead. Let’s hope that
2015 has the economy moving
in the right direction.
No stronger or more
knowledgeable industry organization
exists within Arizona for fostering bilateral
trade and foreign direct investment
between Arizona and Canada than the
Canada Arizona Business Council, the
leading industry authority in this arena.
Celebrating its 10th anniversary, the
CABC remains the primary go-to source
for bilateral trade with Canada in Arizona.
The annual CABC resource guide
is a valuable marketing tool for all
corporations conducting business between
Canada and Arizona. I recommend that
you utilize this guide as part of your
annual marketing initiatives. Companies
that have done so have commented on
how it has assisted them in establishing
new business relationships on both sides of
the border.
Canada’s close ties to Arizona go far

beyond simple geography. It starts with
bilateral trade, foreign direct investment
and finally tourism. Arizona is a regional
destination that provides the necessary
components for establishing or expanding
business operations. It includes a proactive
government with a mandate for attracting
new business. It offers a high quality
of life, affordable housing, the lowest
commercial real estate values in the
nation, and an expanding labor pool. It
delivers a 21st-century transportation grid
(rail, air, roadways and West Coast ports),
with easy access to Texas, California,
Mexico, and Canada. The state of Arizona
delivers all of this—along with more than
300 days of sunshine each year.
Canada’s total footprint (tourism,
bilateral trade, and foreign direct
investment) coupled with the unbreakable
ties between Canada and Arizona is
significant, and Canada’s total footprint
for 2015 could well exceed $6 billion.
Canada is a major player in and out of
the state. Canadians are traders, global
competitors, and shrewd investors.
For example, Fortis Energy Services, a
Canadian company based in St. John’s
Newfoundland, recently purchased UNS’s
three subsidiaries—Tucson Electric Power,
UNS Electric, and UNS Gas—for $4.1
billion (cash and debt). Tucson Electric
Power is the second-largest investor-owned
utility in Arizona, serving approximately
412,000 homes and businesses. UNS
Electric and UNS Gas have roughly
242,000 power and gas customers. As
another example, Capstone Mining Corp.
of Vancouver, British Columbia, acquired
Pinto Valley’s copper mining operations
and the associated San Manuel Arizona
Railroad Company from BHP Copper
Inc., a subsidiary of BHP Billiton Ltd., for
$650 million, which was funded with cash

and through Capstone’s credit facilities.
Arizona’s largest retail banking system,
BMO Harris Bank, is owned by Bank of
Montreal in Canada. Toronto’s Hudson’s
Bay Company recently purchased Saks
Fifth Avenue for $2.4 billion, and the
owners of Neiman Marcus Inc. sold their
U.S. luxury department store chain to
Ares Management LLC and the Canada
Pension Plan Investment Board for $6
billion. And then there’s the recent $11
billion merger between Canada’s Tim
Hortons and the U.S.’s Burger King,
with the new parent company to be
headquartered in Ontario. Little doubt
exists that these mergers and acquisitions
involving U.S. and Canadian companies
will continue.
Today, Canada and the United States
remain each other’s largest trading
partners, permanently joined at the 49th
parallel. In 2015, bilateral trade between
the two countries is estimated to reach a
very impressive $1.5 trillion.
Wishing all of you a prosperous 2015,
I remain,

James L. Copland
President/CEO/Publisher
Sentry Enterprises, Inc.
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Partner with a bank
that can optimize your
momentum as well as
your cash flow.

No bank is better poised to act
quickly and think strategically than
Arizona’s largest locally headquartered
bank. Alliance Bank is part of Phoenixbased Western Alliance Bancorporation
(NYSE: WAL), with:
• $10 billion in assets
• $2.0 billion market cap

• Five consecutive years of increased
(YOY) growth in both total revenue
and net income
• 67th largest publicly-held banking
company in US
Put us to the test. Call or visit us online to experience the
Alliance difference.

“I needed a bank big enough to support my large business
portfolio, but flexible enough to turn to on a moment’s
notice. I found both with Alliance.”
– Elliott Pollack, CEO of Elliott D. Pollack and Company

602.386.5500
A division of Western Alliance Bank. Member FDIC.

AllianceBankofArizona.com

diplomacy

James Villeneuve
Consul General of Canada
Canada is like your attic, you forget that it is up there…
…but when you go up it’s like “oh man, look at all this great stuff.”

O

n behalf of the Government of
Canada I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you to

this third special edition of the Canada
Arizona Business Council Resource Guide
which explores the opportunities that trade
and investment with Canada presents for the
Arizona business community.
Arizona with 300+ Canadian companies,
a million Canadian tourists a year, a border
with Mexico and a growing Hispanic
population presents a multitude of
opportunities for Canada.
Since 1994, U.S.–Canada trade increased
over 160%. Canada and the United States
are each other’s most important trading
partners, with over $734 billion of trade
annually in goods and services. Canada is
the second largest export market for Arizona,
after Mexico, with $3.7 billion in goods
trade in 2013.
Did you know that 132,200 Arizona
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jobs depend on trade with Canada? Close
to 15,000 Arizonans are employed by
Canadian-owned businesses in the state.

At our Consulate we promote and facilitate trade &

operating in Arizona including, BMO Harris Bank,

investment between Canada and Arizona, encourage

which has been doing business in Arizona since 1965

dialogue and partnerships between stakeholders across

and employs more than 500 people statewide in 51

the border and raise awareness of the importance of

banking centers. I am proud to report that in addition

Canada to Arizona.
We encourage you to contact us at

years, BMO Harris Bank has been recognized by the

www.losangeles.gc.ca if you have an interest in

Phoenix Business Journal as a “Best Place to Work.”

advancing this burgeoning relationship. We also

BMO is only one example of Canadian companies

suggest that you follow us on Twitter @CanCGLA to

in Arizona, which represent a diverse range of sectors

get the latest information on Canada in the Southwest

from aerospace, clean tech, mining, information and

(@CGCanLA in French).

health technologies to financial services, retail, real
estate and renewable energy.
Canadians love to visit Arizona, particularly during

Under the enthusiastic, energetic leadership of
Glenn Williamson, the Canada-Arizona Business
Council has been an important ally and partner and

the winter, to enjoy the beautiful tourist locations and

we are also very pleased that Glenn is Canada’s

warm weather with 895,900 Canadians visiting the

Honorary Consul in Arizona. As founder and CEO of

state in 2013. In addition, the Canadian footprint in

the Canada Arizona Business Council, a private

Arizona continues to grow with over 100,000

sector group dedicated to increasing trade and

Canadians residing permanently in Arizona. Canadian

investment between Canada and Arizona, Glenn has

residents account for 93% of all internationally owned

worked tirelessly for years to promote our

residential property in Maricopa County (Greater

bilateral relationship.

Phoenix) worth 4.8 billion dollars. Canadians

We look forward to working with the CABC

also account for 90% of all internationally owned

to expand our ties with Arizona and create

nonresidential (commercial) properties in Maricopa

opportunities for businesses on both sides of

County (Greater Phoenix) worth 7 billion dollars.

the border.
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to providing jobs in Arizona, for the almost past 50
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More than 300 Canadian companies are currently

culture

WELCOME TO

“…the United States’ population is ten times the size of Canada’s. If the two countries went to
war and Canada chose to fight unconventionally, history would suggest that you ought to put
your money on Canada.”
—Malcolm Gladwell, David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants
BY JAMES COPLAND
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T

he United States has a huge
population, but Canada is a huge
country. To better understand the

size of Canada, it is 41 times larger than the
United Kingdom, and more than 142 times
the size of Ireland. It requires six time zones,
with the distance from coast to coast being
almost 5,500 miles.
For those who like facts about size, the
longest street in the world belongs to Yonge
Street in the Province of Ontario, which runs
a total distance of 1,178 miles in length. The
longest highway in the world is Canada’s
Trans-Canada Highway. It runs from Victoria, BC in the west, to St. John’s Newfoundland in the east, and covers a distance of
4,860 miles. Canada also has the world’s longest coastline that spans an amazing 125,566

miles. The longest tunnel on the continent
is also in Canada. It is Canada-Pacific Rail’s
Mount Macdonald Tunnel that runs nine
miles through the mountains in the Rogers
Pass region of British Columbia.
Here are two facts about Canada and war.
The province of Newfoundland was the only
place in North America that was directly
attacked by German forces during WWII.
At an earlier time in history, Canada was
invaded twice by the United States in (1775
and 1812), but to no avail. The two countries
have been allies for many years.
Canada and the United States share the
longest unmanned border between two
countries in the free world. It stretches
almost 3,500 miles long from Victoria,
British Columbia in the Pacific Northwest

to the Northeastern Atlantic shores of the
province of Newfoundland. Canada
represents the second largest country by
land mass in the world…after Russia,
Antarctica, China and then the United
States. Canada’s population numbers just
35 million—compared to the United States’
323 million people.
These two countries represent the biggest
trading partners of any other nations in the
world. Most Americans are unaware that
from a country of only 35 million, the vital
role that Canada plays as America’s largest
and most reliable supplier of energy
products. Canada supplies the U.S. with
almost 40 percent of all its oil, electricity
and natural gas. Another staggering figure
is that 75 percent of all goods manufactured

Clinical excellence and cutting-edge
medicine tailored to meet
your unique diagnosis and needs.

888-214-9488 I cancercenter.com

© 2014 Rising Tide
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culture
in Canada are exported to the U.S. The bilateral trade footprint
between Canada and the United States in 2012 (trade, tourism,
Canadian direct investment) totaled a whopping $1.35 trillion.
In 2015, one out of every 23 American jobs relies upon trade
and investment from Canada. And in Canada one out of every
seven relies upon trade with the U.S. In 2013, trade between
Canada and Arizona reached $6 billion. The Canada Arizona
Business Council estimates that trade will reach or surpass $8
billon by the end of 2015, which is a clear indicator that Arizona
remains a hotbed for trade and foreign direct investment
by Canada.
The State of Arizona offers numerous benefits for Canadian
investment. The state’s government and business development
organizations are proactive towards new business. In addition,
Arizona’s proximity to Mexico and easy travel access to west
coast ports is a real plus. Life in Arizona during the winter
months is pleasant. The wide vistas, mild temperatures and
sunshine compare to Canada’s snow-filled, dark winter months.
Canada’s relationship with the U.S. has a special focus for
the state of Arizona. Both places have pluses and minuses, but
citizens in each place are striving for better knowledge of one
another through the Canada Arizona Business Council.
Arizonans should know that Canada is rich in culture and
history, and is very proud of its long heritage. It was officially
formed 148 years ago in 1867, 92 years ahead of the United
States. It is a proud, patriotic and prosperous country, which
today boasts one of the most stable economies in the free world.
It is the world’s tenth largest economy.
North America’s oldest commercial corporation got its start
in Canada. The Hudson Bay Company (HBC) is headquartered
in Toronto. The HBC started in 1670 and created trading posts
across Canada.
A sound banking system has earned Canada international
respect. The country avoided the financial issues that devastated
the U.S. economy during the past recession. In comparison,
Canada has just eight banks (five are national), compared to
the U.S. which has over 8,000. The top five banks in Canada
are: The Royal Bank of Canada (RBC), Scotiabank, Toronto Dominion Bank (TD) Bank of Montreal (BMO) and the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC).
The country has two official languages, English and French,
with its population being one of the most multinational of any
country in the world. Canada has embraced immigration,
realizing that immigration is a requirement for growth,
productivity and prosperity. Unlike its southern neighbor,

A NEW LEADER HAS EMERGED IN THE WORLD
OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERIES IN THE VALLEY
OASIS Hospital remains the leading volume hospital for the adult elective inpatient
orthopedic and spine surgeries. OASIS Hospital is a 64-bed, specialty orthopedic facility
providing orthopedic surgery and diagnosis services for patients 14 years of age and older.
It’s a concierge style hospital, which opened in June 2011—and can now proudly share about
being recognized by the Joint Commission as a Top Performing Hospital on key quality
measures for surgical services in 2013.
More adults elect to have their inpatient orthopedic surgeries at OASIS Hospital than any
other hospital in Maricopa County. In fact, OASIS Hospital’s reputation has drawn patients
from 20 different states and as far away as Ludlow, Massachusetts.

The Joint Commission
Top Performer on
Key Quality
Measures®
2013

“We are very exited to be recognized by the Joint Commission as a Top Performer,” said
Jim Flinn, FACHE and CEO at OASIS Hospital. “Our hospital was designed by doctors for
doctors and their patients, and when this happens, everyone wins. Patient care is improved,
physicians are happier, and outcomes are better. I’m confident that our reputation and our
model are responsible for this accomplishment.”
“This recognition means that Oasis Hospital was one of 1,224 hospitals to meet or exceed
the target rates of performance for 2013. I am proud of our staff and physicians that have the
passion to make this possible.”

culture
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Canada has addressed immigration. It is seen
by foreign governments as having
implemented an immigration policy/system
that both serves the interests of the country,
and one that also works.
Canadians would like for Arizonans to
know that their country offers many places
to enjoy when retreating from desert heat.
Being a passenger on a Trans Canadian Railway tour is memorable. A 12-day circle tour
of Canada from Vancouver to Banff, Lake
Louise and Jasper back to Vancouver costs
as little as $4,119 USD. From Halifax to
Vancouver, Canada offers both urban
excitement and rural beauty.
Between the two countries almost 70
percent of each nation’s population (both

countries) live within 100 miles the
Canada-U.S. border. This enhances travel
between the two countries. In 2014
Canadians made almost 50 million visits
to the U.S. while roughly 25 million
American visits to Canada were recorded.
Depending on the rate of exchange at the
time of travel, visitors from either country
can enjoy small savings. In the past several
years, this rate has favored American
travelers to Canada.
Access to and from Canada is never an
issue. A huge portion of both populations
can drive to a border crossing and cross with
a valid passport. For those traveling a longer
distance—such as between Arizona and
Toronto, for example, hundreds of daily

flights are available from North American
carriers to major cities on both sides of the
border. Most of these flights can range from
an hour to 2-5 hours. Between Canada and
Arizona, there are more than 80 weekly
flights—another reason why Arizona is a
top destination for both business
and travelers.
To say that Canada and the United Sates
are “joined at the hip” defines the unique
relationship between two sovereign nations.
The relationship we share is not perfect,
but it certainly demonstrates without any
doubt, that no two other nations exist
anywhere in the world that are so
intertwined, or who share the patriotism
and passion for coexisting together.
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L ARG E ST

Walk-In Humidor
In The Southwest

FINE CIGARS &
the finest selection of
cigars and quality
gifts for the cigar
aficionado
for a limited time,
accepting applications
for private club
membership

Welcome

Monday-Saturday 10am-7pm

4912 E. Shea Blvd. #108

SCOT TSDALE

mention this ad
and receive

10 %
f f line of Davidoff cigars, to the
From impeccable customer service,
to theoentire
(480) 905-1000
your

entire

purchase

widest selection of fine cigars east of the Mississippi, and the only *Davidoff
Smoking Lounge in Arizona, Ambassador Fine Cigars is the world-class
standard for all cigar enthusiasts.

NEW SCOTTSDALE LOCATION
10810 N ORTH TATUM BLVD
SUITE 140
CORNER OF PARADISE
PHOEN IX, AZ 85028
480.905.1000

4912wE.
Shea
w w
. a m Blvd.
b a s s a#108
d o r c i g

SCOT TSDALE

(480) 905-1000
1971

a r s . c o m

WEST VALLEY LOCATION
16610 NORTH 75TH AVENUE
SUITE 101
TATUM SQUARE
PEORIA, AZ 85382
623.486.0688

w w w . a m b a s s a d o r c

*Davidoff Smoking Lounge opening in Scottsdale early 2015.
www.ambassadorfinecigars.com

trade

ARIZONA

ARIZONA CONTRIBUTES TO THE WORLD’S LARGEST TRADING RELATIONSHIP

Canada & the U.S. trade

$734 billion

On average, Canadian
goods sold to the U.S.
contain

25% U.S. Content

in goods & services
That’s an average of

$1.4 million

in every minute of every day

More than
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8 million U.S. jobs
depend on trade
and investment
with Canada

Canada is the

No. 1 customer
for 35 states

Total Canada-Arizona
goods trade are

$3.7 billion

Serving North America for more than 100 years, in February
2014, Quebec-based Leclerc Foods USA acquired a
166,500-square-foot building for expansion of its food
manufacturing operations in Phoenix. A leader in the cookie,
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in
August
2014,
and
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not
only
the
in the greater Phoenix area and is generating 100 new jobs.
western United States, but also Mexico and South America and
contributes to reducing the company’s transportation footprint.
Over a three to five year period, Leclerc is investing $50 million
in the greater Phoenix area and is generating 100 new jobs.

Aerospace manufacturer
mainstay in Tucson
Aerospace
manufacturer
economy
mainstay in Tucson
economy

Montreal-based aircraft manufacturer, Bombardier Aerospace,
expanded maintenance capacity at its commercial aircraft
service center in Tucson, Arizona last year. The center opened
three new lines of maintenance for its Q400 and Q400 NextGen
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Innovative snack food
leader moves new, healthy
Innovative
food
products
to snack
Phoenix
leader moves new, healthy
products to Phoenix

banking
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Industry specializations include technology, energy, utilities
support and manufacturing. Working together with Canadian
colleagues, BMO delivers exceptional cross-border customer
experiences through unique product sets and collaborative
Industry
include
energy,
teams.
BMOspecializations
Harris Bank is the
title technology,
sponsor of the
BMO utilities
Harris
support
and
manufacturing.
Working
together
with
Canadian
Bank Phoenix Marathon and, through philanthropic giving,
colleagues, employee
BMO delivers
exceptional
cross-border
sponsorships,
volunteerism
and
communitycustomer
experiences
through
unique
product
sets
collaborative
development investments, supports over 100and
local
teams.
BMO
Harris
Bank
is
the
title
sponsor
of
the
BMO
Harris
organizations, and serves as a corporate partner of the
Canada
Bank
Phoenix
Marathon
and,
through
philanthropic
giving,
Arizona Business Council and the Arizona Hispanic Chamber of
sponsorships, employee volunteerism and community
Commerce.
development investments, supports over 100 local
organizations, and serves as a corporate partner of the Canada
Arizona Business Council and the Arizona Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce.

charity

THE THUNDERBIRDS:
BY AMANDA O’BRIEN

T

he Waste Management Phoenix
Open is primarily known for the
enthusiastic galleries that pack
the 16th hole at TPC Scottsdale. The
tournament is also celebrated as the
best attended event on the PGA TOUR,
drawing more than 550,000 fans during
tournament week. Indeed, last year’s
record-breaking attendance on Saturday
transformed TPC Scottsdale into
Arizona’s 8th most populated “city”
with 28,000 more people than the City
of Tempe. Albeit, only a small sliver of
the 189,722 fans that walked through
the gates that day realized just who was
responsible for the past 80 years of
professional golf in the Valley of the
Sun. The Thunderbirds and their
charitable efforts–made possible
through the WM Phoenix Open–continue
to serve as an inspiring example of
what can be accomplished through
collaboration and diligence.
In the decades immediately following
World War I, the Phoenix area was a
little more than a pass-through town
on the way to California. The summers
were scorching and air conditioning
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Del Webb (left), Arnold Palmer, Bob Goldwater
and Bob Hope in 1966.

was a luxury that would not be fully
integrated in homes and businesses for
another 20 years. The Phoenix Chamber
of Commerce, in an effort to raise
awareness and much needed tourism
revenue, created a group of five young
professionals tasked with hosting
special events for the city. The group
was chartered when the five original
members each selected 10 additional
fellows to make up a committee of 55
called The Thunderbirds, named after
the Chamber of Commerce’s official
emblem, an iconic American Indian
symbol for expansive vision and
indomitable power.
One of the first members, an avid
golfer named Bob Goldwater, had
an idea that was initially met with
skepticism–a golf tournament in the
desert. Undaunted, Goldwater’s tireless
effort and determination was enough to
get the ball rolling for the first Phoenix
Open in 1932. He sold tickets, set
up the golf course at Phoenix Country
Club and recruited volunteers by
himself. For this, as well as many other
accomplishments, he would forever be

Arnold Palmer and a Thunderbird at the Phoenix Open in the 1960s.

known as “the father of the Phoenix
Open,”a legacy that continues today–80
years later.
The Phoenix Open enjoyed relative
success for the next 40 years until the
Valley’s warm sunshine entered the
American consciousness during a
live broadcast on national television
in 1973. The Phoenix Chamber of
Commerce’s plan to draw attention to
the city had finally paid off. Thousands of
people flocked to the tournament seeking
relief from their dreary Midwestern
winters in favor of fair weather and
outstanding athletic competition.
By the 1980s, attendance at the
Phoenix Open exploded past the
capacity of the original venue. Parking
became a nightmare, and galleries at
Phoenix Country Club were bursting at
the seams, but The Thunderbirds found
a way to continue the success. They
hatched an idea to move the venue to
an undeveloped area outside of the City
of Phoenix. Once again, change and
innovation was challenged and questions
arose about the “beginning of the end”
of the Phoenix Open. Even some of The
Phil Mickelson is a regular at the Phoenix Open every year.

A HISTORY OF GIVING
THROUGH GOLF
Council. When a member turns 45
years of age, their status changes from
an active member to a life member,
and while they are relieved of most of
the heavy lifting, it’s not uncommon to
find life birds volunteering their time
throughout the state.
The Thunderbirds sponsor athletes
and events that encompass all types
of sport, but the primary agent of
philanthropy for the organization is golf–
both professional and amateur. The
Thunderbird Collegiate Invitational is now
in its 35th year, providing much needed
funding for the Arizona State University
golf team. The Thunderbird Junior and
Senior Golf Classics form the nucleus
of one of the most extensive junior golf
programs in the United States. A local
chapter of the national organization, The
First Tee of Phoenix was created by The
Thunderbirds to engage young people in
the great game of golf as well as the life
lessons it teaches. To date, through
the Waste Management Phoenix Open,
The Thunderbirds have raised more
than $93 million dollars for hundreds
of charities all over the state of Arizona

Kevin Stadler picked up his first career victory at the 2014 Waste Management Phoenix Open.
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The Waste Management Phoenix Open is a favorite stop for PGA TOUR players.

with an average of $7 million per year
during the last three years.
If there is one thing to be said about
The Thunderbirds, they get things done.
Over the years, they created “The
Greatest Show on Grass,” helped Tiger
Woods host his inaugural tournament in
2000, and even worked double duty for
three years (2007-2009) as hosts of a
second PGA TOUR stop in the Valley–
Frys.com Open.
Despite much to appreciate, there’s
no chest pounding going on with this
group of guys. Instead, their
accomplishments are ranked in the
order of the positive impact they bring
to the community. With 150 charities
under their umbrella and nearly $100
million dollars donated, it’s easy to see
why. And although they don’t always
don their traditional blue tunics and
silver pendants like during tournament
week, no doubt they’re behind the
scenes of just about every major
charitable event in the Valley, helping
others and continuing to promote the
worthy notion of civic duty.
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Thunderbirds held reservations about
the change in location, but in 1987 the
tournament was moved to TPC
Scottsdale where it has remained for
nearly 30 years. For many reasons,
including the work of The Thunderbirds
and the economic impact of the Phoenix
Open, the population of Phoenix and
Scottsdale has tripled, bringing
millions of people to the Valley of
the Sun.
To this day, The Thunderbirds
continue their tradition as an exclusive
club limited to 55 active members
based on the original committee created
by the Phoenix Chamber of Commerce
in 1937. They don blue tunics and
large silver pendants in the spirit of the
Southwest. Each member demonstrates
a strong dedication to community
affairs and a sincere interest in sports.
To commemorate each member’s
dedication to philanthropy, those who
perform their duties with quality and
efficiency are awarded sterling silver
beads. The organization is governed by
a member affectionately referred to as
“The Big Chief,” and the Thunderbird

services

NUMBER ONE IN AIR AMBULANCE MEMB
Our goal is simply to be the best emergency air transportation membership
Will Klein, Chairman SkyMed Group of Companies

AIR AMBULANCE AND TRAVEL
PROTECTION PLANS NOT ALL EQUAL

T
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he numbers are substantial when it comes to people traveling
and encountering the unexpected whether their trip is
for business or pleasure. The first concern is to have the
traumatized individual in the care of their family team of
health care providers.
SkyMed is a time tested service for air repatriations not only
internationally but within domestic boundaries. For example, within
provinces, who will pay for those air ambulance flights? It is often
assumed that is the responsibility of provincial health care plans,
not so.
Recently the Molnar family of Richmond, BC found themselves in
just such an unexpected circumstance when family patriarch Gilbert
Molnar suffered a heart attack on board a cruise ship sailing the Gulf
of Mexico. Disembarked at Cozumel, they questioned the care of
the local health service and whether Mr. Molnar would receive the
treatment he required. They were SkyMed members and within 24
hours, Gilbert Molnar and his wife were being air repatriated across
two international borders to British Columbia. Steve Molnar speaking
on behalf of the family said, “SkyMed saved our father’s life.”
Arizona is home to the SkyMed Group of Companies located in
the Scottsdale Airpark. Operations are also directed from offices in
Florida, the USVI and SkyMed Canada serves northern neighbors.
All offer a variety of membership plans from short term to multi
prepaid annuals.
The company is celebrating 25 years of service to the traveling
public providing air ambulance services, medical escort flights,

No Copays • No Deductibles • No Claim Forms

emergency travel services, travel insurance, and a full service travel
800-679-2020 • skymed.com
agency. Together they have organized and paid the full cost of air
evacuations and medical escort flights all over the world.
According to Will Klein, Chairman of the SkyMed Group of
Companies and an Order of Canada Recipient: “Our goal was to
become the best emergency air transportation membership service
in the world. We got it right and over the last 25 years the SkyMed
brand has thrived. Life is so precious and whenbsomething adverse
does happen there is no place like home. We’ve made the SkyMed
Takes You Home slogan our mantra. If you’re ill or injured, home is
where you and your family need to be. That’s exactly where a SkyMed
membership will take you.”
Air evacuations with full scale medical teams cost thousands of
dollars and payment is always upfront. Basically the traveler has to
weigh if that’s a financial and health risk they are willing to take. This
is when an emergency medical evacuation membership becomes a
very smart buy.
Many companies offer a variety of assistance and emergency
medical evacuation memberships, but not all programs are created
equal. Whatever type of travel insurance you choose, make sure to
include a medical evacuation membership.
Below is a chart of many of the services that can be included; and
SkyMed clearly stacks up! The cost of a membership will take care of
the total cost of an expensive medical air evacuation. Group or
affinity memberships earn substantive discounts. Visit skymed.com or
call toll free 800-679-2020 for complete information.
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THE CANADA-ARIZONA
CONNECTION
BY MICHAEL LEVAULT, CHAIR, MARICOPA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS

22,000 properties. The direct investment
value of these properties is $4.8 billion.
And that’s just the purchase price of the
properties. It doesn’t include maintenance,
purchase of furniture, cars, grocery, gas,
entertainment, restaurant spending, and
other associated revenues.
In addition to residential property,
commercial investment is also strong.
Canada accounts for 90 percent of all
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Top 5 International Countries that own
Residential Property in Maricopa County
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T

here are more than 1,700 miles
separating the small community
of Youngtown, Arizona, where
I serve as mayor, and the border
of Alberta, Canada. But the distance
between us is purely geographic. There are
personal and economic linkages that tie us
together as business partners and friends.
As chair of the Maricopa Association of
Governments, a metropolitan planning
organization, I have seen how these
linkages are playing a major role in the
regional economy.
Numbers tell one part of the story.
Canada is Arizona’s second top trading
partner (after Mexico), equating to $3.7
billion in annual two-way trade. Thirtyone percent of the 1.2 million residential
properties in Maricopa County are
owned by investors or citizens of Canada
as winter homes. Of these, 5.8 percent
are internationally owned. Canadian
residents account for 93 percent of
the internationally owned residential
properties—which adds up to nearly

internationally-owned nonresidential
properties in Maricopa County. Between
residential and commercial properties,
there is a combined $12 billion investment
in our region.
The personal connections tell another
part of the story. Mike Marracino is the
senior vice president of sales and marketing
for Hypertec, an engineering company
that develops high end servers, desktops
and workstations in North America.
Founded 30 years ago in Montreal,
Canada, Hypertec is a value-added reseller
that markets to financial institutions,
government agencies, school boards and
Fortune 1000 companies. About four
years ago, the company was looking to
expand in the continental United States
and looked at locations in Arizona, Texas
and South Carolina. Marracino says, “We
just love the state. To be very honest with
you, we were considering Texas, we were
considering South Carolina, but we took
a few visits down here (Arizona). We met
with the people in Arizona and found a
friendly government, a great atmosphere.
We all, including my colleagues and the
president, found this a terrific state to work
in, a terrific state to grow in, and a terrific
state to give us a presence in the West.”
Marracino acknowledges he might have

real estate

had some influence in the decision. Having
worked in Arizona 13 years earlier, he said
he “fell in love” with the state. “This state
offers everything and has only opportunity
to offer anybody who is willing and ready
to give a good day’s work. This state IS the
sunshine state for me. We are enamored
with it. And we found opportunity here.”
Two years ago, Hypertec bought a
building in Scottsdale. “Our only hiccup
is we can’t hire quickly enough,” says
Marracino. The company also just bought
a 150,000 square foot manufacturing
facility in Tempe, and the company’s
expansion will include the hiring of 50
engineers, 50 sales executives and 100
assembly workers.
Canadian investment helped prop up

Arizona’s economy during the recession.
From 2011 to 2014, average assessed
values of homes bought by Canadians
went up from $133,000 to almost
$200,000. The maximum number of
residential properties purchased in one
year was 4,159 in 2011.
Recognizing the ongoing importance
of Canada to the Phoenix region, the
Maricopa Association of Governments
is working through its Economic
Development Committee on a number of
initiatives to help build on the successes
to date. One such effort is called BIEN,
an acronym for Building an International
Economic Network. The main
component of BIEN is a comprehensive
website, ConnectBIEN.com, which

utilizes an online platform and extensive
database to link businesses in Arizona,
Mexico and Canada. The website allows
businesses of any size to add information
about their company and categorize the
information by industry.
Visitors can find businesses using
various search factors, such as distance,
type of industry or name. Businesses
that register on the site can send
direct connection requests, via
email, to any other business on the
site and find ways to collaborate,
such as supplying products and
services, assisting in cross-border
promotion, or sharing ideas and
best practices.

THE PERFECT CLIMATE FOR INVESTMENT
• Over $1 billion in community investment
in the streetcar corridor
• Abundant real estate investment opportunities
along the new streetcar line
• World class research university
• Robust metropolitan area with population
of 1 million and growing
• Vibrant revitalized urban core
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Tucson Streetcar Corridor
Investment Guide Web Map:
tucsonaz.gov/streetcar-investment-map
For More Information:
tucsonaz.gov/business/contact
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taxes

FAST FOOD AND FAST FACTS:

THE BURGER KING AND TIM HORTONS MERGER

BY ROBERT KEATS
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I

f you’ve ever been present for
breakfast in Canada, you may
have dined at a Tim Hortons
franchise. It is Canada’s biggest
coffee shop chain, with more
than 3,600 stores across the country. As
for burger shops, American’s Burger King
franchises boast flame-broiled protein in
their fast food products—in contrast to
another burger shop where meat patties are
fried on a griddle.
The purchase of Tim Hortons by
Burger King has reignited several interesting
and important discussions in the areas
of Canadian nationalism and corporate
income tax. This article focuses on the
income tax attributes of this transaction
and clarifies a few misconceptions.
Whether the Burger King takeover of
Tim Hortons will be good or bad for Tim
Hortons or Canadians (who feel they
are losing a Canadian identity) is a topic
for future discussion. Tim Hortons is no
doubt the most important brand in the
Canadian franchise food industry. Rest
assured that the Tim Hortons Board of
Directors insisted upon keeping their
identity and business model intact before
they signed off on this deal. They also took
out a two-page ad in Canadian newspapers
stating that Tim Hortons coffee before
and after the deal will remain the same.
Canadian politicians take credit for
having lower corporate tax rates that
will attract corporations from around
the world to do business in Canada.
Republicans in the U.S. Congress do
the opposite by putting pressure on the
existing administration to reduce the high

corporate tax rates that they believe cost
loss of business and jobs.
The current U.S. administration, based
on all the media hype from this transaction,
hurried to create an executive order
through the Treasury Department to the
Internal Revenue Service that prevents
U.S. companies from using other
countries’ lower tax rates to avoid paying
higher U.S. corporate tax on profits. Now,
both Canadians and Americans want to
know: What are the facts about Burger
King’s purchase of Tim Hortons?
The U.S. media and the anti-corporate
lobby have labeled this transaction as a
corporate tax dodge called
an inversion transaction. A
corporate inversion is an
action by a U.S. corporation
that purchases a foreign
corporation and then inverts
itself to a foreign corporation through
the merger. If done correctly, in
some circumstances a corporate
inversion can realize some tax
benefits for the U.S. parent
corporation. However in the
Burger King case, the merger
would certainly not have afforded
the parent company enough of a tax

advantage to make such a merger
worthwhile for solely tax reasons. Warren
Buffett, who is providing the key financing
to Burger King for this deal said, “It is
definitely not a tax deal as Burger King
only paid $30 million in taxes last year
and this deal is $11 billion. The potential
tax savings for Burger King is hardly a blip
on their radar screen even if they could
save it all.”
The Burger King purchase of Tim
Hortons has many excellent business

HOW DO YOU TURN SCENIC GREENS

INTO DESERT GOLD?

ARIZONA KNOW HOW. INSPIRING QUALITY OF LIFE.
Arizona is home to 5-star golf, 5-star hotels, 5-star dining and 5-star living. Each year 28 million visitors enjoy our
25 national parks, more than 300 magnificent golf courses and year-round sunshine. Here, players become stayers,
including industry big names, Intel, Avnet, Boeing and Banner. With one of the most aggressive, pro-business climates
in the country, tax reductions, pro-growth legislation and unmatched quality of life, business leaders worldwide see
Arizona for what it is – a golden opportunity. Join us at ArizonaKnowHow.com to find your next opportunity.
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taxes
reasons in the realm of corporate
takeovers. Both Burger King and Tim
Hortons executives agree that their brands
will be able to grow worldwide and
increase corporate earnings at a much
faster rate together than apart. This merger
will make Burger King/Tim Hortons the
third largest quick food service company
in the world, with total sales of about
$23 billion from more than 18,000
restaurants in 100 countries.
Burger King wants the growth that
it can obtain through the Tim Hortons
franchise and its unique business model.
Since it is well known only in Canada,
Tim Hortons has had difficulty expanding
and its executives see the strength of
Burger King’s international presence
as a major advantage when attempting
to access these international markets.
Executives on both sides of the fence feel
that they can do this merger and take
advantage of each other’s strengths, and
reduce expenses due to more efficient
use of resources. Together they would be
just one computer system, one CEO, one
CFO and one corporate office. The new
headquarters will be in Ontario, Canada
and the new business will be called
Restaurant Brands International.
The new merged corporation would
pay 35 percent tax on its net corporate
earnings in the U.S. versus what it will
pay on its Canadian corporate income
of about 25 percent. As long as Burger
King doesn’t try to repatriate the Tim
Hortons’ Canadian earnings or income
from its Burger King Canadian franchises
to the U.S., it does not have to pay the
higher 35 percent U.S. tax rate on those
earnings. This 10 percent tax advantage
on a portion of the earnings by itself may
not be incentive for any corporation to
enter into a high risk merger such as this
for such relatively minuscule tax savings.
In any event, the U.S. Treasury’s order to
the IRS virtually eliminated any other tax
options Burger King could have employed

to reduce its payment of U.S. taxes.
Based on my many years of experience,
the general statement that corporate
tax rates are higher in the U.S. than in
Canada is wrong probably more than 95
percent of the time. The reason for this is
that 95 percent of U.S. businesses (or close
to 100 percent of small businesses), use
flow-through (chapter S) corporations
that pay no corporate income tax
whatsoever. Most Canadians will recall
that the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
put an end to flow-through corporations
several years ago because they wanted
to collect more tax from Canadian
businesses.
Investors in Burger King/Tim
Hortons looking for dividend income,

who focus on the corporate tax rate of
the merged company, are focusing in
the wrong place. What investors need to
look at is the tax they will pay for each
$1,000 of corporate earnings that the new
merged company distributes, after-tax, to
its shareholders. If we assume the average
blended tax rate the merged company will
pay is 30 percent then that leaves $700 to
distribute in dividends to shareholders.
On the $700 after-tax dividend, Canadian
investors in the top bracket will pay an
additional $350 in income taxes, leaving
them only $350 to spend after-tax. If
the merged corporation completes the
inversion such that the CRA recognizes

it as a public Canadian company that
will qualify for dividend tax credits, the
individual taxpayer will keep an amount
closer to $450. American taxpayers in the
top bracket should get to keep around
$420 of the $700 dividend.
There is little evidence that the Burger
King purchase of Tim Hortons is a taxmotivated transaction. The media gave
that illusion. Time will tell whether the
Burger King and the Tim Hortons
executives made the right decision to
merge as their profit numbers. This
outcome will be reflected in their audited
public financial statements over future
years. The executives of both companies
have stated that customers should not
expect to get Tim Hortons donuts at
Burger King restaurants or Whoppers at
Tim Hortons locations. Corporate officials
say they intend to keep the brands separate
in the public domain.
It seems that the current U.S.
government administration is bent on
more regulation and anti-corporation
legislation than on solving the problem of
a need for more American jobs that would
result from lower corporate taxes. This
entire controversy could be eliminated if
the U.S. reduced the rate of tax that large
corporations pay so they would not need
or have an incentive to go overseas to seek
lower taxes, creating jobs overseas through
outsourcing. Canada and other foreign
countries have lowered corporate taxes and
created jobs for residents in their own
countries. Large U.S. companies have
billions of dollars invested in corporate
infrastructure, or in cash in overseas
corporations, that they could easily bring
back to the U.S. if income tax rates were
equalized with other countries. The current
system is a disincentive it penalizes the
foreign companies for merging with
American ones that operate their
worldwide business through the U.S.
Lower corporate taxes would fuel the
U.S. economy.
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Why Canadians Call Arizona Their Second Home
BY JAMES L. COPLAND

W

hat comes to mind when you

believe me? Or would you scratch your

off the market, but what is also true is

think about Arizona or the

head and ask why?

that most residents of the Valley think
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Valley of the Sun? Could it
be golf, fine dining, superb shopping, or

Maybe you would do both.

that Canadians interested in purchasing

In 2012, it is true that Canadians

homes are nonexistent. Not so! Sure

is it 300+ days of sunshine each year? Did

saved the local real estate market by

Canadians are savvy, especially when

“affordable housing” come to mind too?

purchasing some 12,500 homes across

buying a house, and Arizona is still a

That’s right, affordable housing.

Maricopa County. Today, over 25,000

prime destination for Canadians who

The boom for low priced, economically

Valley homes are owned by Canadians

desire a place in the sun.

distressed (as in worth less than purchase

who live part of the year in Arizona. And

So why is Phoenix real estate still the

price) residential homes in the Valley is

with an improving economy (even though

deal of the day for most Canadians looking

over. But if I told you that the greater

it’s still slower than desired) home prices

to own a second home? In a word lifestyle:

Phoenix market is still the “Deal of

are edging up. It is true that most of the

winter sunshine, an equal amount of

the Day” for most Canadians would you

super deals known as fixer-uppers are

golf courses within a 30-minute drive of

central Phoenix, great dining, world-class

rise. Canadians in Vancouver, Calgary,

move-in-ready, single-family house in the

shopping and the interesting landscape of

Edmonton and Toronto are paying (on

range of 1,500 to 2,250 square feet, nicely

the Sonoran desert.

average) between $475,000 and $550,000

landscaped, in a good neighborhood with

for a single-family home in the mid-range

a pool (and maybe a hot tub) sells in the

size (1,500 – 2,250 square feet).

range of $250,000 to $350,000. With

Other key factors enter the equation.
In Canada, houses can cost up to $1,000
per square foot. Compare this to Arizona,

Having a comfortable and sunny place

$400,000 or more to spend, buyers have

where beautiful homes can be purchased

in Arizona to fly south to in the winter

their pick of homes and neighborhoods.

for just $325 per square foot. The savings

is a nice addition to your real estate

This is why the Valley is still a hotbed for

for a quality home are substantial. In the

portfolio. It gives Canadian natives

Canadian buyers looking for

past, most Canadians paid cash for their

something to look forward to when

second homes.

homes due to the inability to finance

winter’s dark cold locks down on the

(mortgage) their purchase, but now some

homeland for five or six months of

Hong Kong for having the highest cost of

local banks (BMO Harris for example, a

the year.

living in the world. The average price of a

Canadian bank founded in Montreal in

In the greater Phoenix area today, a

Metropolitan Vancouver is second to

house in Vancouver is $670,300. Heading
east to Alberta and the City of Edmonton,

A home in Vancouver listed for $720,000.

average house prices there are $432,000.
In Calgary, south of Edmonton,
the medium price of a single-family
home has risen to $556,402. Toronto,
Canada’s largest city with 6.5 million
residents, house prices average in the mid
$650,000’s.
Over one million Canadians will make
the greater Phoenix region their favorite
destination in 2015. Why stay in a hotel
for the short term when you can buy a
home for a reasonable price? It’s a long,
cold time between November and April!

1817 as Bank of Montreal) offers Canadians
home mortgages. They provide options
from an adjustable rate to 15, 20 and

A typical home in greater Phoenix listing
for around $400,000.

30-year fixed rates. A down payment
ranges from 20-30 percent … which is
a whole lot less than paying 100 percent
cash. When financing through BMO, the

to buy Arizona homes, which makes house
buying in the Valley a whole lot more
desirable and easier.
In contrast to homes in the Arizona
desert, with a strong Canadian economy,
Canadian home prices continue to
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Options now exist for Canadian citizens
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approval process takes about three weeks.

COLTON

COMMERCIAL
Serving Canadian, American and foreign interests since 1981

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT SERVICES
ADVISING INVESTORS, CORPORATIONS & GOVERNMENTS
BROKERAGE: SALES & LEASING
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
BUILD-TO-OWN SERVICES

2206 SOUTH PRIEST DRIVE TEMPE, AZ 85282 TEL: 480.894.3633 FAX: 480.894.3649 CELL: 602.828.1755

dcolton@coltoncommercial.com www.coltoncommercial.com

real esate

Phoenix Has the Highest
Office Vacancy in the Nation?

G

ood news travels fast, bad news even faster! Which is
it? That depends on where you are at in the real estate
paradox. The three most important words in real estate are
Timing Timing Timing. Phoenix market is on the upswing but the
cost of misunderstanding the market can affect your investments
returns.

2014 AVERAGE RENTAL RATES:
3rd Qtr
2nd Qtr

Class A

Class B

Class C

CBD

Suburban

$24.69

$19.97

$15.20

$21.09

$20.91

$24.05

$19.82

$15.38

$20.94

$20.57

CAP RATES:

Looking at the 3rd quarter Office Report by COSTAR gives us a
path to navigate through the Phoenix metro office market.
The highest opportunities are in Class B office buildings which
represent 60% of all vacant office buildings compared to national
average of 49%. This is common occurrence in downturn where the
stronger tenants in Class B move up into the Class A buildings. The
price conscious tenants move down into lower cost
Class C buildings.

CAP RATES
City

Total Supply

YTD Absorption

Vacancy

Avg Rates/SF

Avg Price/SF

Cap Rates

Dallas, TX

339 MSF

5.334 MSF

14.30%

$21.30

$120/SF

7.00%

Denver, CO

188 MSF

2.280 MSF

10.60%

$22.88

$169/SF

7.19%

Las Vegas, NV

61 MSF

731K

17.40%

$19.34

$147/SF

7.03%

Phoenix, AZ

169 MSF

1.834 MSF

17.60%

$20.94

$119/SF

7.75%

Salt Lake, UT

90 MSF

1.184 MSF

6.90%

$18.13

$121/SF

7.41%
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Today Losers: Property owner getting ready to lose
their prized long term tenant or property owners unable to
recapitalize their investments.

The rate investors acquire income properties is known as “cap rate”
which is simply the investors return based on in place income less
expenses divided by their basis or total cost to acquire and lease
premises. Average cap rate for Phoenix office market have increased
from 7.24% in 2013 to same period in 2014 7.41%. Cap rates can
be influenced by vacancy in market; trend in rental rates and supply
of buildings coming into the market. A fully leased building with
long term tenant will sell for lower cap rate that partially leased or
soon to be vacant building.
Metro Phoenix is a dynamic young city comprising of 26
communities. Each of the cities has a different area within the
market. Downtown Tempe, home to Arizona State University is in a
building Boom of nearly $2B in new construction through 2016.
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Today Winners: A tenant looking for office space or person
buying a office building.

real estate
Historically desirable areas such as Central Avenue in downtown
Phoenix are trying to reposition themselves with the introduction of
the light rail system which has materially affected the traffic patterns
around certain buildings. From an occupancy viewpoint Law firms
have been replaced by call centers or back office operations. Large
corporations continue to consolidate multiple locations into an
efficient well located central facility.

SUBURBAN VS URBAN:
Phoenix housing motto “Drive till you can afford it” attracted
developers who designed buildings to support home building industry.
Title companies, subcontractors, lenders typically required 3 or 4

surround each property and why it is being offered below market.
Working with a professional commercial broker that can tell you
the historical story about the property or how the market views the
property is irreplaceable. For example every commercial property
constructed in our desert requires rain water be held on site for
24 hours to avoid flooding. These water retention basins can be
recaptured and used for parking by placing the holding areas
underground and drained through drywell system. Not every property
can justify the cost or has configuration to meeting the parking
design guidelines.

Salt Lake
• 90 MSF
• $121 S/F

Las Vegas
• 61 MSF
• $147 S/F

Phoenix
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• 169 MSF
• $119 S/F

Denver
• 188 MSF
• $169 S/F

Dallas
• 339 MSF
• $120 S/F

parking spaces per 1,000 SF. Everyone had their own office and the
boss had beautiful corner office.
Today workstations replace offices and call centers use work stations
as small as 2’ by 4’ so if the property cannot park 5 cars per thousand
SF you will be looked over by the best credit tenants.
In urban situations you can mitigate this issue by being close to
mass transportation or within walking distance to housing.
We deal with office requirements daily and our experience is
many of office buildings need to be recapitalized by new interior
improvements or expanding parking which all cost money. Canadians
marvel at our low costs. The trick is to understand the limitations

RISK RETURN RATIO
To reduce your risk buy a property that was constructed or updated in
past 10 years.
The great recession is over and prices are still far below
replacement. Today rental rates for office buildings are about the same
as they were 15 years ago. Therefore buying a modern building with
current in place rents is a good investment with low risk. Alternatively
with low interest rate environment buying a vacant building,
renovating for new tenants creates immediate appreciation and above
average returns.
This article was provided by Dan Colton of Colton Commercial—of
Phoenix, Arizona. www.coltoncommercial.com
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BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC NETWORK

Construire un Réseau Économique International

CONSTRUYENDO UNA RED DE ECONOMÍA INTERNACIONAL

A business-to-business
website that connects
businesses across
international boundaries
to improve trade.

Un site internet qui connecte
les entreprises de manière
internationale pour améliorer
le commerce.

• Entrez en contact avec des
entreprises établis en Arizona, au
• Connect with companies throughout
Mexique et au Canada.
Arizona, Mexico and Canada.
• Présentez vos produits et services
• Show others what your business
et trouvez des partenaires.
offers and find ways to collaborate.
• Search for businesses in the extensive • Effectuez une recherche sur les
entreprises dans le vaste réseau de
BIEN network.
BIEN.

Major Partners

Partenaires

DMB IS MOVING
COMPANIES AT THE
SPEED OF BUSINESS
Set in the foothills of the mountains in
the Valley of the Sun, DMB’s signature
communities offer the best lifestyles and
homes around. DMB’s distinctive approach
to design and planning directly translates
into a competitive advantage for businesses looking to move. Their unique planning
frameworks and their proven track record
in key communities allow companies to
navigate development and building at the
speed of business.
At the foot of the White Tank Mountains in
Buckeye, DMB will introduce
Verrado’s first 55+ district called Victory.
Frequently named a Best Place to Live,
Verrado offers small town charm
connected to a major transportation corridor. Development opportunities for large
and small companies abound on Verrado’s
Main Street. Sites close to employment
and transportation cores are available for
companies who want to expand quickly.
Eastmark, DMB’s newest masterplanned
community, sits on 3,200 acres in the
rapidly growing Gateway region of Mesa
and near the Phoenix Mesa Gateway
Area. Growing high-tech, aerospace, and
aviation companies call this region home
and at Eastmark there’s plenty of room
for companies to grow. Apple selected
Eastmark for their first Arizona operation
because of the speed and flexibility the
community offered and its access to a
highly educated workforce.
Building on a 30-year track record of
award winning development in metro
Phoenix, DMB’s signature communities
offer businesses premier locations to open
and operate.

www.CONNECTBIEN.com

For more information, please contact the Maricopa Association of Governments at
(602) 254-6300 or connectbien@azmag.gov
Pour tous renseignements, contactez “Maricopa Association of Goverments” au
(602)254-6300 ou connectbien@azmag.gov

Move the needle.
Move to Arizona.

Bottom line > we develop properties that develop business. Where can
you go from a phone call and a piece of dirt to 1.3 million square feet in one year?
California? Are you serious? China? Maybe. A DMB community in Arizona?
Absolutely. For over 30 years we’ve built legacy communities,
offering opportunities for businesses of all sizes. Accelerated relocation like
this can’t happen just anywhere. It can happen with DMB.
Transition your business to one of our communities:
Eastmark, One Scottsdale or Verrado.
Contact us today: relocate@dmbinc.com

BASIS Mesa, Eastmark

Tech Manufacturer, Eastmark

Dial/Henkel, One Scottsdale

4-acre school campus
(under six months)

1.3 million square feet
(under one year)

National headquarters
(freeway visibility)

arizona.dmbinc.com
© 2015 DMB. Not an offer for sale or lease of real estate. The DMB name and logos are registered trademarks of DMB. All rights reserved.

opinion

CANADA

DESERVES A BIGGER
SEAT AT THE TABLE
BY LESLIE JAMES
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W

here to start,
and how to
share a topic
that won’t
offend our local
readers? When
I sit back and think about trade in Arizona,
I immediately think of the expression “lowhanging fruit.” I then focus my thoughts
more specifically on bilateral trade, foreign
direct investment and tourism, three huge
sectors that contribute significantly to
Arizona’s annual economy…and Canada
leads in almost every category.
For 25 years, the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has been a
trade partnership between Canada to the
north, the United States in the middle and
Mexico to the south. Long before NAFTA
existed, Canada was a great trading and
tourism partner with Mexico. Canada and
Mexico thrived then, as they do today. Both
countries remain great allies.
Clearly, the two are vital to Arizona’s
future growth. Looking ahead, a few
observations come to mind. Arizona should
be focusing its efforts on strengthening
bilateral trade relationships with both

Mexico and Canada; however, it seems that
the only country talked about by the state
or the city of Phoenix as they pursue trade
talks, opening trade offices or speaking to
the press is Mexico. So where’s Canada?
Nearby cities such as Surprise,
Goodyear, Buckeye and Gilbert, as well
as Pima County, have Canada on their
radar screen. They understand the benefits
of forming strong alliances, and while
each may be courting Mexico, they also
recognize the significant role that Canada
and Canadians play “across the economic
chessboard.” When leaders in these cities
(and Pima County) discuss trade, both
Mexico and Canada are mentioned in the
same breath.
Granted, Arizona’s border with Mexico
is a short drive south, whereas the distance
to the 49th parallel to the north is much
greater. Nonetheless, I’m not sure why
certain cities and counties don’t include
Canada in their economic dialogue or
“roadmap for the future.” Do they not
truly understand or value the significant
(total) bilateral footprint (trade, foreign
direct investment and tourism) that
Canada shares with them? Canada’s total

footprint in Arizona for 2014 should reach
$6 billion—pretty impressive for a country
whose population is just 35.1 million, and
whose borders with Arizona are defined by
airports and financial institutions rather
than a geographical boundary.
In Arizona, Canada leads in most every
footprint category: Total number of
foreign businesses operating in the state.
Residential home ownership. Commercial
ownership. Foreign direct investment.
Canada is also the #1 foreign market for
tourism dollars. Three hundred Canadian
businesses operate in Arizona. Canadians
account for 93 percent of all internationally
owned residential properties in Maricopa
County, and 90 percent of all internationally
owned nonresidential properties. More
than 1 million Canadians will visit the state
in 2015—and while doing so, will drop a
whopping $1 billion into the local economy.
So why does Canada not have a seat at
the “big boys” table with Mexico when it
comes to the state’s discussions on trade,
investment and future growth? Industry
data supports Canada’s major influence in
Arizona. But maybe the low-hanging fruit
analogy (Canada) needs to be elevated in

banking

CANADA
Total population

35.16 million

Bilateral relations with the U.S.

Over 200 years

Cross border traffic to the U.S.

400,000 daily

Canadian travelers to Arizona

$1 million (2014 est.)

Tourist Spending

$1 billion (2014 est.)

Businesses in Arizona

300+

Arizona jobs that depend on
Canadian/U.S. trade/investments

90% of foreign non-residential
owned (valued at $7 billion)

Banks in Arizona
GDP
GDP per capital
Total bilateral footprint in Arizona

our state’s current political culture.
I am not convinced that Arizona
fully realizes the real-world benefits of
low-hanging fruit. The state has a need
to increase its bilateral trade with both
countries. Canada is America’s #1 trading
partner; Canada delivers a solid economy
and is a country that, quite frankly, was
built on trade. Mexico’s growth is on
the rise, and its middle class (unlike that
here in the U.S.) is rising dramatically

RBC, BMO , TD
$1.825 trillion (2013)
$51,901 USD (2013)
$10 billion+ (2014 est)

and seeks U.S.-manufactured goods and
services. Today, it’s all about Mexico, but
the data clearly demonstrates that Canada
deserves a more prominent seat at the table
than it currently has. Canada deserves to
be included privately and publicly in the
bilateral trade debate and recognized for its
ongoing contributions to the state.
As Canada, Mexico and the United States
refocus on NAFTA, Arizona is perfectly
positioned to be at the table with the big

boys, with its longstanding and sometimes
controversial relationship with Mexico and
now with its deep financial relationship
with Canada, whose companies are using
Arizona as a beachhead into Mexico.
Canada’s deepening relationship with
Arizona has put the state in a unique and
enviable position in regards to the ever
increasing interest in NAFTA and a unified
trading block of North America.
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Commercial properties owned
(Maricopa county)

93% of foreign homes owned
(valued at $4.8 billion)
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Residential homes owned		
(Maricopa county)

132,200

WHERE THE OLD WEST

MEETS THE NEW WEST

CARRIAGE RIDES / SINGING COWBOYS / HISTORY & MUSEUMS
FINE DINNING / FASHION / PREMIER ART GALLERIES & STUDIOS
DYNAMIC NIGHTLIFE / VARIETY OF EVENTS
www.DowntownScottsdale.com
find Downtown Scottsdale on FB
WELCOMING HOTELS / FREE PARKING / FREE TROLLEY

FennemoreCraig.Com

L AW T H AT LE AD S ® CONNECTI NG. SO LVI NG PRO BL EM S. FI NDI NG SO L U TI O NS.

BUSINESS LAWYERS. POWERFUL EXPERIENCE. MAXIMUM EFFICIENCIES.
We are the oldest law firm in Arizona and that is a history to leverage. With the power of nearly 200 experienced attorneys, Fennemore Craig is a full service
provider specializing in representing Canadian and U.S. interests in the mining, real estate, utility, agribusiness and immigration sectors. We pride ourselves
in understanding your business and having a laser focus on achieving client objectives in North America’s complex and dynamic regulatory environment.
For more information, please call Dawn Meidinger, a natural resources attorney, at 602.916.5000 or visit us at FennemoreCraig.com.

Arizona development

YOUR GATEWAY
TO THE WORLD
electronics and accessories; and fashion
and variety.
Here’s another staggering projection: In
its first year, PhoenixMart expects to draw
more than 3 million visitors. In comparison,
in 2013, Arizona’s Grand Canyon drew
4.6 million visitors. When PhoenixMart
officially opens, Arizona will have two of
the grandest wonders in this world. It will
become the global sourcing home for more
than 1,700 wholesalers and manufacturers
(offering every possible product), all under
one roof. Tenants are already signing up.
Tenants can select their own showroom
space at a highly affordable rate, starting at
just $30,000 per year—typically the price
of a single trade show. PhoenixMart will
offer collective marketing, e-commerce,
supply chain management, logistics,
communications as well as shipping, banking
and legal expertise on-site for tenants, who
will have access to all amenities.
PhoenixMart’s main galleria will also
house a convention and exhibit hall for trade

shows and other events, along with offices,
conference and trade facilities, a food court
and kiosks for small-scale business owners.
A first-class hotel is being built adjacent to
the center, and the 10-year plan includes
additional office space, warehouses, light
industrial, hotels, banks, condos, a complete
residential community and much more.
PhoenixMart is a truly fascinating and
innovative way to promote American
commerce and trade. (Its focus for
manufacturers is “Building Brands,
Growing Sales, Leveraging E-Commerce,
and Distributing More Efficiently.”) Once
open in 2015, it will combine wholesale,
retail and entertainment with weekly
conventions. Hundreds of thousands of
materials and products will be connected
by PhoenixMart’s “ten Avenues” on a daily
basis. This will be America’s largest indoor
product center.
American goods still rank as the most
sought-after “brand commodity” in the
world. Timing could not be better for

Building Brands • Growing Sales • Leveraging E-Commerce • Distributing Efficiently
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W

ouldn’t you create a
place, a city even, that
is purposely designed to
include
manufacturers,
wholesalers, distributors,
and even retailers to serve all needs;
including truly linked-in environments
offering quality and variety with affordable
costs and improved efficiency?
The 585-acre master-planned community
NALTEC (North American Logistic Trade
and E-Commerce City), with its 1.5 millionsquare-foot PhoenixMart centerpiece, is the
City of the Future, i.e. an “O2O” (online-tooffline) city.
PhoenixMart will be one of the
largest global commerce centers in
the Western Hemisphere, connecting
global manufacturers, wholesalers and
distributors—and their customers—to
high-quality products from around the
world. The product centers represented will
include: home and hotel; food and beverage;
industrial and auto; office and recreation;
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BY JAMES L. COPLAND
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Arizona development

buyers and sellers to come together in
one of America’s fastest-growing regions.
PhoenixMart has raised the bar and is
destined to become the global leader for
connecting manufacturers from Canada,
the United States and Mexico with buyers
and sellers from around the world.
Elizabeth Mann, Managing Member
of PhoenixMart, stated, “PhoenixMart
is geared towards promoting American
jobs and commerce, and to bring America
back to its manufacturing fundamentals.
PhoenixMart
will
help
America
continue as a world leader in products
and manufacturing.”
Economic impact studies show
PhoenixMart will create thousands
of Arizona jobs and more than 9,000
jobs total (direct, indirect and induced)
counting those working with PhoenixMart
outside of Arizona.
PhoenixMart is the vision of forwardthinking individuals who will change
how the world sources its products. Build
a better mousetrap, and they will come.
You can travel the world, be it in person
or on the Internet’s magic carpet, but
traveling to China, Canada, Mexico or
Europe is no longer required, because the

world will be coming to PhoenixMart, a
streamlined wholesale galleria destination,
a gathering point for 21st commerce,
where the products from around the world
will be showcased under “one roof.” It’s
21st-century trade and time for you to join
the growing number of companies that
have already made PhoenixMart their new
home in the sunny state of Arizona.
Casa Grande is adjacent to the greater
Phoenix metropolitan area, which has a
population of more than 4.3 million; and
to the south is Tucson with more than

526,000 residents. As of 2013, the state
of Arizona overall had a total population
of 6.6 million. Arizona has over 300
Canadian companies operating across the
state, and attracts over 1 million Canadian
visitors annually.
Casa Grande was chosen because of its
pro-business environment and affordable
resources including labor, housing and
transportation. Located in the “Sun
Corridor” and in the heart of the evergrowing Phoenix-Tucson “megapolitan”
area. The area is uniquely known as the
most favorable location for company
relocation, and its population doubles
every four years. It has become a favorable
location for many American and European
companies including Wal-Mart, which is
building a distribution center in Casa
Grande. PhoenixMart is centrally located
on Casa Grande’s major roadway two miles
off Interstate-10; and five miles off
Interstate-8. It is just off Union Pacific’s
double-track rail connection to Atlantic
and Pacific harbors, and within a short
drive to half a dozen airports.

LEASING INFORMATION
Leasing contact: (602) 663-9219
or info@phoenixmart.com
		Visit
		www.phoenixmart.com for
		additional information.

Developing Meaningful Partnerships with Canadian Firms:
World Class Companies Choose GILBERT, ARIZONA
TALENT PIPELINE

THE ARIZONA ADVANTAGE
• Arizona Ranked #1 State in Mountain West for New
Company Facilities and Expansion

38%

• Arizona Ranked a Top 10 State for Business

of Gilbert Residents
(Ages 25+) Hold a Bachelors
Degree or Higher - surpassing the
national average by 10%

• Arizona is a right-to-work state - low unionization
• Corporate income tax reduction from 6.9% to 4.9%
• No inventory or corporate franchise tax

9% growth of Gilbert’s STEM

Orbital Sciences

WORLD CLASS COMPANIES

Workforce over the last five years outpacing major metro cities
like San Francisco

Orbital Sciences
Lockheed Martin
Banner MD Anderson Cancer Center
Silent Aire
GoDaddy
Heliae
Mapfre
Maserati
Celebration Stem Cell Centre
Rigid Industries

62% of the region’s high-

tech industry jobs are within a
30-minute commute

• No income tax on dividends from out-of-state
subsidiaries
• No sales tax on manufacturing equipment
• Job Training Program - reimbursable grant program that
supports customized training for employers creating new
jobs
• Additional depreciation - reduces personal property
tax liability on commercial, industrial and agricultural
personal property

Contact Us
Karla Teixeira-Moran, Business Development
480.589.7548 | karla.moran@gilbertaz.gov

www.gilbertedi.com

VISIT PHOENIX’S #1 ATTRACTION
The World’s Only Global Musical Instrument Museum
Ranked #1 of 132 Phoenix attractions by reviewers on TripAdvisor, the Musical Instrument Museum (MIM) features
a collection of instruments, music, and objects from every country in the world. It’s an entertaining, one-of-a-kind
experience for visitors of all ages. With state-of-the-art audio/visual technology, a world-class theater, café, and museum
store, MIM provides hours of enjoyment. Over 200,000 guests visit MIM each year—make sure you’re one of them!
For more information, visit MIM.org.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MUSEUM

MIM.org | 480.478.6000 | Open Daily
4725 E. Mayo Blvd., Phoenix, AZ 85050 (Corner of Tatum & Mayo Blvds., just south of Loop 101)

bilateral trade

LEFT
UNITED STATES: 2013 STATE TRADE ANALYSIS
United States–Canada merchandise trade

United States–Canada tourism

2012

2011

change

% change

US exports to Canada

$291.8 billion

$280.8 billion

$11.0 billion

4%

US visits to Canada

US imports from Canada

$322.5 billion

$316.5 billion

$5.9 billion

2%

$ spent		

Bilateral trade

$614.2 billion

$597.3 billion

$16.9 billion

3%

		

U.S. Bureau of the Census: 2/2013 release

2012

2011

change

% change

20,718,900

19,558,600

1,160,300

6%

$6.8 billion

$6.6 billion

$208 million

3%

Canadians visiting US

46,635,900

44,409,700

2,226,200

5%

$ spent		

$17.8 billion

$16.6 billion

$1.2 billion

7%

		

Statistics Canada. 2012 data: 5/2013 release, US$1.00=C$0.9996;
2011 data: 5/2012 release, US$1.00=C$0.9891.

United States exports by sector
(29%)

$83.7 billion

Transportation			

(20%)

$57.1 billion

Minerals & metals			

(11%)

$33.3 billion

Agriculture				

(9%)

$25.0 billion

Chemicals				

(8%)

$21.9 billion

United States imports by sector

Energy				

(6%)

$18.4 billion

Energy			(32%)			$103.9 billion

Plastics & rubbers			

(6%)

$17.7 billion

Transportation		

(20%)			

$64.0 billion

Forest products			

(4%)

$10.3 billion

Minerals & metals		

(10%)			

$32.9 billion

Apparel & textiles			

(2%)

$5.1 billion

Equipment & machinery

(10%)			

$31.7 billion

Misc				

(7%)

$19.2 billion
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United States top exports
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8,414,000 United States jobs depend on trade and investment with Canada

Equipment & machinery		

Motor vehicle parts				

$17.8 billion

Automobiles				

$13.4 billion

Plastics & plastic articles			

$12.9 billion

Trucks					

$10.4 billion

Fuel oil					

$10.3 billion

Optical medical & precision instruments		

$9.6 billion

Iron & steel tubes pipes & sheets			

$7.9 billion

Engines & turbines				

$7.8 billion

Special transactions trade			

$7.7 billion

Iron & steel alloys & semi-finished products		

$6.6 billion

Computers					

$6.0 billion

Telephones & AV recording equipment		

$5.9 billion

Furniture & bedding				

$5.4 billion

Aircraft					

$5.3 billion

Paper & paperboard				

$5.0 billion

September 2013

Largest export market 		

				

Canada

% foreign-bound goods sold to Canada

				

19%

Agriculture			(7%)			 $23.0 billion
Chemicals			(6%)			 $19.3 billion
Forest products		

(5%)			

$16.0 billion

Plastics & rubbers		

(4%)			

$13.6 billion

Apparel & textiles		

(1%)			

$2.1 billion

Misc.			(5%)			 $15.7 billion

United States top imports
Crude petroleum					$72.5 billion
Automobiles					$45.5 billion
Fuel oil						 $17.0 billion
Natural gas & other gases				

$10.4 billion

Plastics & plastic articles				

$10.2 billion

Motor vehicle parts					

$9.2 billion

Aluminum & aluminum articles				

$6.8 billion

Paper & paperboard					

$6.7 billion

Engines & turbines					

$6.5 billion

Iron & steel alloys & semi-finished products			

$5.5 billion

Fertilizers						 $4.4 billion

All figures in U.S. dollars. Job numbers based on 2010 data from a 2012 study

Iron & steel tubes pipes & sheets				

$4.2 billion

commissioned by the Embassy of Canada. Trade figures, tourism figures, and export

Organic chemicals					

$4.1 billion

rankings based on 2012 data. World Institute for Strategic Economic Research

Furniture & bedding					

$3.9 billion

(WISER): Canada’s export ranking (2/2013 release). U.S. Bureau of the Census: trade

Aircraft						 $3.6 billion

(2/2013 release). Figures may not add up due to rounding. Produced by the Embassy
of Canada in Washington, D.C.
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diplomacy

TWENTY IMPORTANT
BETWEEN CANADA

1

Bilateral trade in goods
and services for 2013 was
$781 billion USD.

2

$2.01 billion USD worth
of goods/ services cross the
Canada-U.S. border every
single day.

3 $1.4 million USD

cross the Canada-U.S.
border every minute.

4 In 2013, the total bilateral

trade footprint grew to a
whopping $ 1.4 trillion.

5
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Roughly 400,000 people
cross the shared Canada-U.S.
border every day by all modes of
transportation.

6

7

Canada sells more to the U.S.
in one year than to the rest of
the world combined does over
three years.

Canada is the largest foreign supplier
of oil, natural gas and electricity to
the U.S.

8

In 2013 Canadian energy
exports totalled 128
billion CDN, of which 92
percent, or $118 billion
CDN, were to the U.S.

9 The U.S. is Canada’s largest
foreign investor, accounting for 51
percent of Canada’s global foreign
investments.

10

Canada is the third
largest foreign
investor in the U.S.

“Canada values our deep and enduring relationship with the
United States. Our two countries have a long and remarkable
history of collaboration on trade and investment, which is
critical to our mutual prosperity. We are working together
to lay down a modern framework to improve the flow of
legitimate trade, travel and investment across our shared
border, which will benefit citizens and businesses in
both countries.”
–Minister of Foreign Affairs John Baird

banking

POINTS ON TRADE
AND THE UNITED STATES

13

17

Roughly 75 percent of all
goods produced in Canada
are exported to the U.S.

18 Canada’s goods exports

U.S. subsidiaries of Canadian
firms employ more than
546,000 employees, with an average
wage of over $65,000 annually.

to the U.S. for 2013 were
$332 billion USD.

14 Canada is the top export

the U.S. for 2013 were $300
billion USD.

destination for 35 of the 50 states.

15

Canada buys more from the
U.S. than China, Japan and
the UK combined ($300
billion vs. $234 billion).

“Over the past 20 years, we have opened up a new North American
marketplace. We have integrated supply chains and re-imagined
entire industries, from agriculture to aerospace. Today, North America
is far more than the sum of three economies. It’s the collective
output of what has become a fully integrated manufacturing center.
If you buy a car in Mexico, it may well have been assembled in
Canada and contained Made-in-America parts. There are workers in
Wichita, Kansas putting the finishing touches on aircraft that contain
fuselages assembled in Mexico and engines built in Canada. This
kind of economic integration is benefiting all three of our nations
economically, and has also improved living standards and working
conditions across the board.”
			

–U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry

19 Canada’s goods imports from

20

Canada-U.S. bilateral
trade in goods and
services has doubled
under the North
American Free Trade Agreement (1994).
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12

One in 23 U.S. jobs
depends on trade
from Canada.

16

Canada buys about
2.5 times more goods
from the U.S. than
China does.
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11

One in seven
Canadian jobs
depend on trade
with the U.S.

Reaching nearly 1.5 million
Canadians, Canadian Companies,
Decision Makers, Business Owners,
& Affluent Local Consumers
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Personal Wealth Management
Tax Planning for individuals and businesses
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Investment Portfolio Design and Management (US & Canada)

Each book in our Cross-Border Series is
tailored to issues specific to Canadians in
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W

elcome to Arizona! From the
Grand Canyon National Park
in the north to the saguaro
forests of the south, and with the red
rocks of Sedona in between, Arizona is a
destination that offers spectacular views
and experiences that defy the imagination.
Arizona offers stunning and varied terrain,
along with tribal lands, vibrant cities,
world-class resorts, renowned golfing and
historic Western towns. In 2013, more
than 39 million overnight domestic and
international visitors enjoyed their
vacation in Arizona and experienced such
sites as the Grand Canyon, Monument
Valley, Canyon de Chelly, Petrified
Forest & Painted Desert, Lake Mead,
Lake Havasu, Lake Powell & Glen
Canyon, Hoover Dam, Sedona,
Hopilands, Flagstaff, Scottsdale, Tucson,
Yuma, Prescott, Bisbee, Tombstone,
Saguaro National Park, and the
Chiricahua National Monument, just to
name a few.
HISTORY
Located in the American Southwest,
Arizona was the 48th state admitted
into the Union of the United States on
February 14, 1912. The word Arizona
derives from the Aztec Indian word
“arizuma,” which means “silver-bearing.”
From Native American ancestors and
Spanish explores to Western pioneers,
Arizona is home to fascinating history of

all types. Explore a haunted hotel. Visit
a Victorian mansion. See where soldiers
have served and trained since 1877. Stand
where shots were fired in the famed
gunfight at the OK Corral. Wherever you
go, history surrounds you in Arizona.
Native American culture is not just part
of Arizona’s past, although early Indian
settlements are preserved at some of the
Southwest’s most fascinating sites. The
state’s 22 sovereign nations contribute to
contemporary life, too, in ways both
traditional and unexpected.
The Hohokam, Mogollon, and ancestral
Puebloans are the primary groups who
lived in what is now Arizona; other
prehistoric cultures in the region include
the Sinagua and Salado. Roughly
speaking, the ancestral Puebloans are
known for their cities and cliff dwellings
in northern Arizona, the Sinagua for their
settlements in the fertile plateau near
Flagstaff and the Verde River Valley, and
the Hohokam for farming, and developing
extensive canal systems for irrigation, in
the Gila and Salt River Valleys between
Phoenix and Casa Grande. Most of these
tribes left the area by 1400 A.D., likely
because of a major drought.
From historic shoot ‘em up sites to
shoot sites for cowboy flicks, from dude
ranches, rodeos, and boot scootin’ bars
to Western art, steak-outs and bolo ties,
Arizona’s got the Old West covered.
It’s tough to pin down the genuine Old
West. Gun fights are definitely part of it,

GEOGRAPHY
The state is divided, roughly, into three
geological zones: the deserts of the south
and west, the mountainous central
highlands, and the northern Colorado
Plateau, named for the river that carved
a magnificent canyon through it. Diversity
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BY SHERRY HENRY
DIRECTOR, ARIZONA OFFICE OF TOURISM
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ARIZONA’S RICH
HISTORY
AND GEOGRAPHY

as are horses, cattle, mine claims,
hard-to-tame nature, and whiskey.
Arizona didn’t achieve statehood until
1912—nor widespread air-conditioning
until the 1950s—so it had an extended
frontier era. But classic Old West sights
from the late 1800s are concentrated in
southeast Arizona, particularly in
Tombstone, home to the O.K. Corral and
Boot Hill Cemetery, as well as Bisbee and
Douglas. In central Arizona, Wickenburg,
Jerome, and Prescott have plenty of Old
West lures.
Although 300 years have passed since
Spanish missionaries built the gleaming
cathedral San Xavier del Bac under Southern
Arizona’s blue skies, the landmark known
as the White Dove of the Desert remains
as proud and as impressive as the culture
and traditions of her creators.
Arizona, explored by the gold-seeking
Spanish long before the pilgrims set foot
on Plymouth Rock, is a favorite place of
discovery for visitors who enjoy the food,
entertainment, architecture and history of
the Spanish and later the Mexicans who
called this land home.
Much of Arizona’s Spanish and
Mexican history is tangible in the missions
and presidios established by Franciscan
monks in the early to mid-1700s. The
beloved Mission San Xavier del Bac, a
pueblo-style church still in use today,
Tumacacori National Monument, a
crumbling mission church, and the
historic Tubac Presido, whose walls
protected the Spanish from hostile
Indians, are popular spots to revisit the
often harsh days of history.
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within those divisions—10,000-foot-high
mountains in the south, and volcano-created
plains in the central highlands—make it a
generalization to say that southern Arizona
is hot in summer, northern Arizona cold in
winter. However, sunny skies and low
humidity prevail 300 days a year across
the state making Arizona a year-round
destination.
Arizona’s two major metropolises, Greater
Phoenix and Tucson, lie in the state’s
southern sector, surrounded by the Sonoran
Desert, lush with saguaros and other cacti,
and punctuated by several mountain ranges.
The desert is fairly flat to the west, but in the
east, as cacti give way to scrubby trees and to
the tumbling rocks of the Chiracahua
Mountains, the region takes on a rugged
beauty. One of the area’s top natural lures,
Kartchner Caverns, lies underground.
Northern Arizona stands out for its
astonishing chasms, not only the Grand
Canyon but also Canyon de Chelly and
Antelope Canyon near Page. The series of
flooded canyons that became Lake Powell
is awe-inspiring, too. The region’s other
distinctive features include the pastel palette
of the Painted Desert and the striking buttes
and spires of Monument Valley.
The scenery stars of north central Arizona
are the startlingly red sandstone cliffs and
mesas of Sedona. Other unique landscape
beauties include the granite boulders near
Prescott, and the Mogollon Rim, the
southern edge of the Colorado Plateau,
affording wonderful views of the Verde
Valley. The rim stretches east to the White
Mountains, the most famous of the series of
the peaks in this beautiful forested region.

The Colorado River defines the landscape
to the west, not by carving out canyons, but
by providing lovely riparian areas as well as
splashy playscapes.
The total area of Arizona is 113,998 square
miles (295,000 square kilometers) and is the
6th largest state in the U.S. All New England
plus the state of Pennsylvania would fit inside
Arizona. It’s the 15th most populous state
with 6.5 million people.
Phoenix is the 6th largest city in America
with an estimated population of 1,488,750.
It is located within the heart of the 13th
largest metropolitan area in the country with
an estimated population of 4,329,534.
Phoenix is the most populous state capital
in the United States.
Approximately 85 percent of Arizona’s
land is comprised of national forests,
national parks, recreation and wilderness
areas, wildlife preserves and Indian
reservations. In addition, Arizona is home
to several of the world’s “sky islands,”
mountains surrounded by valleys that
boast wide-ranging ecosystems of plant and
animal life.
Additionally, Arizona boasts the largest
percentage of its land designated as American
Indian lands. There are 22 federally
recognized tribes in Arizona, the largest
being the Navajo Nation.
SPORTS
Arizona is home to four major league teams,
Spring Training baseball, professional golf
tournaments, two college football bowl
games, four major NCAA universities, the
2015 Super Bowl, the 2015 NFL Pro Bowl
and the 2016 College Football Playoff

Championship Game. Phoenix is one of a few
communities nationwide with professional
baseball, basketball, football and hockey
franchises. Currently, there are just 12 such
communities in America that can make that
same claim.
Baseball: Arizona fans fell in love with the
National League’s Arizona Diamondbacks
right off the bat, and the team’s 2001 World
Series win over the New York Yankees still
ranks as the most significant professional
sports victory in state history. The D-backs’
downtown Phoenix stadium, Chase Field, has
become a visitor attraction in itself.
Basketball: Arizona’s original major league
franchise, the Phoenix Suns, started play
in the NBA in 1969 at Arizona Veterans
Memorial Coliseum. Today, the Suns play
at U.S. Airways Center in downtown
Phoenix.
Football: The nation’s oldest continuously
run NFL franchise (it got its start in 1898
as Morgan Athletic Club in Chicago)—the
Arizona Cardinals began playing in
Glendale’s University of Phoenix Stadium
in 2006 after playing for nearly 20 years at
Arizona State University’s Sun Devil Stadium
when the franchise relocated from St. Louis
in 1988.
Hockey: The former Winnipeg Jets
moved from Canada and morphed into the
National Hockey League’s Arizona Coyotes
in 1996. The “Desert Dogs” played at U.S.
Airways Center from 1996 until Gila River
Arena (formerly Jobing.com Arena) opened in
Glendale in December 2003. Prior to the
2014-15 season, the team was known as the
Phoenix Coyotes.
More Professional Teams: U.S. Airways

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO USE OUR WEBSITE, WWW.ARIZONAGUIDE.COM, AS A RESOURCE TO LEARN ABOUT ALL THERE IS TO SEE AND DO THROUGHOUT ARIZONA.

seek inspiration.

Spectacular views, luxurious private casitas and intimate
event space are enhanced by celebrated cuisine, an
Asian-inspired spa, and 53 acres of lush desert beauty.
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Center is also home to the extremely popular
Women’s National Basketball Association’s
Phoenix Mercury and the Arena Football
League’s Arizona Rattlers, 2013 Arena
Bowl Champions.
Cactus League Baseball: Not only does
Arizona have its own Major League Baseball
team, every year from late February through
early April, the state hosts 15 major league
teams for Cactus League spring training.
Cactus League baseball dates back to 1947
when the Cleveland Indians and New York
Giants prepped for the rigors of the regular
season in Arizona. Today, the 15 teams
that comprise the Cactus League give the
Phoenix metropolitan area the greatest
concentration of professional baseball
facilities found anywhere in the
United States.
Golf: Arizona offers layouts of every
configuration at more than 300 courses,
making the state one of the world’s premier
golf destinations. Ranging from desert
target-style courses to links courses and alpine
fairways, nearly every type of terrain—and
difficulty level—is represented here.
And, professional golf recognizes the state
as a great location for major tournaments.
Arizona features several major professional
tour events: the Waste Management Phoenix
Open, the world’s best-attended golf
tournament at TPC Stadium Course in
Scottsdale; the LPGA Founders Cup at
Wildfire Golf Club at the J.W. Marriott
Resort at Desert Ridge in Phoenix; and
the Charles Schwab Cup Championship at
Scottsdale’s Desert Mountain.

ECONOMY
Currently, Arizona’s travel and tourism
industry ranks as the state’s top exportoriented industry. Other top performing
Arizona industries include micro-electronics,
mining, aerospace and agriculture.
Each year, millions of visitors experience
the Grand Canyon State as a travel destination.
In 2013, more than 39 million visitors
generated $19.8 billion throughout the state,
injecting nearly $54 million each day into
Arizona’s economy.
The Arizona travel and tourism industry
produces revenue in all 15 Arizona counties,
and is responsible for generating $2.7 billion
in local, state and federal tax revenues. This
equates to more than $1,100 per Arizona
household. Furthermore, local and state
travel taxes generated $1.6 billion, which is
nearly enough to cover the wages of all police
officers, secondary school teachers and
firefighters within the entire state.
Additionally, the Arizona tourism industry
employs more than 163,500 Arizona
residents. Combined with the secondary
employment that is generated, nearly
300,000 Arizona residents are impacted by
this dynamic industry throughout the state.
IMPACT OF CANADIAN VISITATION
Canada is one of Arizona’s top
international visitor markets. For 2013,
visitation to Arizona from Canada toppled
2012’s record. According to industry
researcher Tourism Economics, more than
773,000 Canadian visitors vacationed in
Arizona during 2013, up 6.2 percent over last
year. That’s a significant boost in visitation

made easier by more accessibility to flights
with shorter travel times.
Flight availability, year-round golfing,
outdoor adventures, unforgettable scenery,
shopping opportunities, and unique local
cuisine are just a few experiences Canadian
visitors enjoy in Arizona.
In 2013, more than 465,000 Canadians
traveled to Arizona on air carriers including
Air Canada, US Air/Mesa and Westjet.
Popular points of origins include Calgary,
Edmonton, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Regina, Saskatoon, Kelowna, and Victoria.
Canadian visitors spent an average of 20
nights in Arizona per trip and 90 percent
of the time they were in Arizona for leisure
purposes. They spent, on average, an
estimated $1,259 per trip and a vast
majority of Canadian travelers enjoy
Arizona for its warm winter weather and
visit between the months of January
and June.
CROSS-BORDER ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES
Recognizing the value of the travel and tourism
industry and its connection to a healthy
economy is essential to building partnerships
that can foster travel opportunities, encourage
visitor spending and lead to stronger
economies for both Arizona and Canada.
There are many opportunities for Arizona
and Canada to work together to stimulate
more bilateral travel and tourism offerings.
Doing so only leads to even greater economic
success for our communities.

Douglas A. Ducey
Governor

Office of the Governor
1700 West Washington, Phoenix, AZ 85007

Main Phone: 602-542-4331
Facsimile: 602-542-7601

Greetings!
On behalf of the state of Arizona, I would like to thank the Canada Arizona Business Council (CABC) for
its continued work on expanding and growing the relationship between the state of Arizona
and Canada.
Arizona is a great place to do business, visit and establish a second home. I am grateful the state has
Canada as an active partner in both business and tourism.
I look forward to working closely with CABC founder and CEO, Glenn Williamson to build upon the
strong relationship that Arizona and Canada shares together.
As governor, I have a deep respect for the longstanding friendship between Canada and Arizona. Our
relationship in bilateral trade, foreign direct investment and tourism is very successful and I know our
joint partnership will continue to prosper for decades.
I’m proud that the Grand Canyon State welcomed almost 900,000 Canadians during 2013—again,
setting a record high in the number of Canadians selecting Arizona as their preferred destination for
travel. In addition, Arizona is a large exporter of goods to Canada (more than $2.2 billion), once again
proving that the relationship between Arizona and Canada continues to thrive.
The CABC remains a key component in helping the partnership between Arizona and Canada flourish,
and I thank Glenn and his association for the dedication shown in ensuring this friendship
remains strong.
Sincerely,

Douglas A. Ducey
Governor

AZ Economy

ARIZONA OFFERS BUSINESSES A
PLATFORM FOR INTERNATIONAL GROWTH
BY SANDRA WATSON, PRESIDENT AND CEO, ARIZONA COMMERCE AUTHORITY

A STRONG FOUNDATION
The U.S. and Canada benefit from the world’s largest trading
partnership-- one that results in the exchange of hundreds of
billions of dollars in goods and services between both countries,
and spurs more than 8 million U.S. jobs which are reliant on trade
and investment with
Canada. The importance
of this relationship is
echoed by the strong trade
connections the state
of Arizona has with its
northern neighbor.
In 2013, Arizona and
Canada generated more
than $3.7 billion (USD) in
total bilateral trade making
Canada the state’s second largest international trading partner,
following Mexico. In 2104, Canada’s total annual FDI into Arizona
was $5.1 billion.

“

132,200 jobs in
Arizona depend
on trade and
investment
with Canada.
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FDI & KEY TRADE SECTORS
According to Global Trade Information Statistics, Arizona imported
more than $1.5 billion in goods from Canada while the state’s
exports exceeded $2.2 billion.
Businesses in both countries exchange a wide variety of products
with a diverse blend of industry sectors represented in this annual
trade activity. Recent 2013 data from fDi Markets places foreign
direct investment from Canada to Arizona at $40 million and the
CABC reports that over 300 Canadian companies are currently
operating in the state. Both statistics signal that Arizona is
commanding the attention of international investors and Canadian
companies seeking growth.
Aerospace products, computers and electronics, machinery
(including mining), and motor vehicle components were among
the top manufactured goods exported by Arizona to Canada in
2013. That year, the state sent more than $333 million in aerospace
and aircraft products and parts, and more than $310 million in
semiconductors, computers and other electronics. Arizona also
exported more than $100 million in motor vehicle manufactured
goods during the same period, and the state continues to be a key
supplier of agricultural crops for Canada with exports to the country
totaling $334 million.
These areas clearly demonstrate Arizona’s robust advanced

manufacturing capabilities and technical know-how as well as the
benefits of its climate and geographic location – all factors that have
made the state a key trade partner with Canada and a destination
of opportunity for international companies seeking to expand their
U.S. presence and access to global markets.

ARIZONA EQUIPPED TO SUPPORT BUSINESS
The Arizona Commerce Authority (ACA) works to increase Arizona’s
visibility outside of its borders to attract new businesses and foreign
direct investment. The ACA leads the state’s economic development
efforts and engages company decision makers in Canada and around
the world to educate them about Arizona’s many opportunities, low
cost of doing business, rich talent pool, strategic Southwest location,
pro-business policies and superior quality of life.
Guided by its primary mission to grow and strengthen
Arizona’s economy, the ACA works collaboratively with economic
development organizations, chambers of commerce, cities, towns,
academic institutions, and the business community to recruit out-ofstate companies to expand in Arizona.
Critical to this effort has been Arizona’s Competitiveness
Package. Through the visionary leadership of Arizona Governor Jan
Brewer who, with the support of the state legislature, created the
groundbreaking legislation adopted in 2011 that equipped the state
with a suite of tools and technical assistance programs to support
corporate growth and expansion.
The Competitiveness Package overhauled the tax system,
streamlined the regulatory structure and honed Arizona’s focus on
business recruitment, retention and high-value job creation.
Arizona is now more than ever, resourced to compete in the
global marketplace to attract innovative companies to expand in the
state, help companies operating in Arizona to grow their existing
businesses, and encourage entrepreneurs to create new jobs and
companies in targeted industries. In addition to programs such
as Job Training Grant, Quality Jobs Tax Credit, Qualified Facility
Tax Credit and
the Research &
In May 2104,Chief Executive
Development
Tax Credit which
Magazine ranked Arizona
encourage job
as a Top-10 place to do
creation and capital
business in the nation, a
investment by
reflection of the state’s
companies, the
pro-business environment.
ACA also provides

“

ACA Infographics for CABC Resource Guide - 2014
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$5.1 BILLION

8 million U.S. jobs
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AZElectronicExports.eps

an array of value-added services to help businesses expand
throughout Arizona.

biosciences and innovation.

ACA SERVICES INCLUDE:

Within the state, Arizona’s dynamic technology ecosystem is also
a magnet for innovators and is comprised of global tech giants in
established industries, including semiconductor and aerospace & defense
manufacturing, as well as innovative startup companies emerging in
multiple growth sectors, particularly information technology
and biotechnology.
The state consistently ranks among the top 4 in the nation for
advanced manufacturing in the semiconductor and aerospace & defense
sectors, and its robust manufacturing base is home to more than 4,600
manufacturers. In fact, there are more than 1,200 companies that
comprise the A&D
supply chain in
Arizona, creating a
platform for large
A&D manufacturers
to produce advanced
aerospace and
defense products
using local
businesses.
More recently,
Arizona has formed a community of more than 50 accelerators and
incubators supporting entrepreneurs and assisting early-stage technology,
IT, biotech and manufacturing companies advance from idea to
commercialization while providing technical expertise, mentorship
and funding.
The state’s robust portfolio of statewide programs supporting both
early-stage and large tech employers and have created an environment
that’s attractive for additional capital investment and has elevated
Arizona as a state with the advanced industry talent to produce the next
breakthrough idea.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Confidential and thorough site-selection assistance, including
existing buildings, build-to-suit opportunities and buildings almost
ready for market that sometimes are not yet listed in databases.
Customized research, including detailed comparative analysis of tax,
real estate, utility and transportation costs.
Planning, coordination and transportation for community and
site visits, including arranging meetings with local officials, key
economic development professionals, workforce and
educational leaders.
Workforce assistance including employment data, wage information
and programs that will help with hiring and training needs.
Access to regulatory authorities and clarification of
governmental regulations.
Coordination of regional and community partner information.
Introduction to major players in key industry sectors.

LOW COSTS AND SIMPLIFIED TAXES
Arizona’s low cost of doing business and simplified tax system continue
to make it an ideal place for corporate expansion, growth and startup.
According to the Tax Foundation, Arizona’s overall state and local tax
burden on its citizens is the 14th lowest in the nation.
At the same time, corporate and individual income tax rates in
Arizona will be among the lowest in the U.S., and by 2017 Arizona’s
corporate income tax will have declined by 30 percent from 2013 rates,
for a final rate of just 4.9 percent. Additionally, Arizona has created a
variety of tax programs that benefit companies in the state. These include
no franchise tax, no business inventory tax and no estate tax.
Finally, the state has streamlined its regulatory system and repealed
overly burdensome regulations to make it easier to do business. A recent
(2014) example of said streamlining are the fundamental changes made
in the administration of Arizona's sales-tax system (Transaction Privilege
Tax). These changes simplified tax collection and eliminated the need for
multiple (state and local) tax licenses, tax returns and tax audits.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Adding to the list of Arizona advantages for businesses are its strategic
geographic location and access to major world markets. Arizona is near
some of the world’s largest economies including California (No.9), Texas
(No.13) and Mexico (No.14) with Arizona positioned as the only state
in the nation within a day's drive of all those global markets. Trucks
originating in Arizona are capable of reaching 65 million people within a
one-day drive, making market access particularly convenient for regional
and international export and import activity.
With the opening of the new Arizona State Trade and Investment
Office in Mexico this past October, Arizona offers yet another
opportunity for companies to advance their cross-border market
reach. The ACA-led trade office located in Mexico City assists Arizona
companies in successfully entering the Mexican market, and creates a
launchpad for businesses in both countries to expand international trade,
supply chain alliances and foreign direct investment. The office focuses
on targeted sectors that include aerospace & defense, medical devices,

INNOVATION: A GROWTH DRIVER

“

The case is clear.
Arizona has created
a world-class
environment for
businesses success.

HIGH-SKILLS TALENT
Arizona’s higher education system also plays a vital role in innovation
and is a major draw for expanding companies. Arizona’s workforce
pipeline is continually fed by a network of public universities – Arizona
State University, the University of Arizona and Northern Arizona
University, which produce top-ranked degree programs, and continue
to advance technologies that are solving some of the world’s most
challenging problems. Businesses also benefit from the nation’s largest
community college system – Maricopa Community Colleges in Phoenix
and Pima Community Colleges in southern Arizona offer skilled training
and certification programs for workers – helping to meet the talent
demands of today’s innovators.
The state is transforming into an international hub of innovation and
a platform for bilateral trade and investment for companies involved in
the global economy.
The ACA and its partners remain committed to supporting Canadian
companies, entrepreneurs, multinational ventures, and next-generation
thinkers who are creating tomorrow’s innovations. For more information
about business expansion opportunities in Arizona,
visit azcommerce.com.

ARIZONA

THIS MAP IS SPONSORED BY:
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ARIZONA FACTS
Governor: Doug Ducey, Republican
Nickname: Grand Canyon State
Capital: Phoenix
Population: 6,626,624
Became a state: Feb. 14, 1912 (48th state)
Land mass: 114,000 sq. miles (295,260 sq. km)
Highest elevation: Flagstaff at 7,000 feet (2,130 m)
Most visited attraction: Grand Canyon National Park (4.6 million in 2013)
Number of counties: 15; State parks: 28
State flower: Flower of the Saguaro Cactus
Ten largest cities: Phoenix, Tucson, Mesa, Chandler, Glendale, Scottsdale, Gilbert, Tempe, Peoria, Yuma
Arizona’s 5Cs: Cattle, Climate, Cotton, Copper and Citrus...and now there’s a 6thC and that is for Canadians

Design with community in mind
We bring smart, creative, inspired people
together to design solutions.

stantec.com

economy
ECONOMIC RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA
From the Embassy of the United States Ottawa, Canada

U.S. Embassy

The U.S. and Canada enjoy the world’s largest and most comprehensive trading relationship, which supports
millions of jobs in each country. Since the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement in
1994, trade between the United States and Canada has more than doubled.

Our Largest Trading Partner

The United States and Canada share a $1.4 trillion
bilateral trade and investment relationship.

Canada and the United States trade more than $2
billion in goods and services daily.

U.S.-Canada two-way trade in goods and services
totaled nearly $735 billion in 2013. U.S. and Canadian
bilateral investment stock totaled $649 billion.

U.S. exports to Canada exceeded total U.S. exports to
China, Japan, South Korea and Singapore combined
in 2013.

Growth in the U.S. economy translates into growth
in Canada–19 percent of Canada’s GDP comes from
goods exports to the United States.
Canada is the largest foreign supplier of oil, natural
gas, and electricity to the United States.
Canada accounts for 28 percent of the United States’
oil imports and 85 percent of its natural gas imports.

Investment Partners
The United States is Canada’s primary source of direct
investment, with investment stock totaling $368
billion in 2013.
Canadian foreign direct investment in the United
States was $281 billion in 2013, making Canada the
third largest source of FDI in the United States.
U.S. subsidiaries of Canadian firms employed more
than 546,000 employees in 2011, for an average wage
of over $65,000 annually.

U.S. Government Resources
U.S. Department of State
www.canada.usembassy.gov

U.S. Commerce Department
www.export.gov 1-800-USA-TRADE

Small Business Association
www.sba.gov 1-800-827-5722

USDA Foreign Agricultural Service
www.fas.usda.gov 613-688-5267

EXIM Bank
www.exim.gov 1-800-565-3946
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U.S. exports to Canada surpassed $366 billion in
2013–16 percent of total U.S. exports. Canada is the
number one export market for 34 U.S. states.
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$1.4 Trillion Economic Relationship

economy

CANADA AND UNITED STATES:
CROSS BORDER TRADE
BY LESLIE JAMES
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n 2012, the last year for which
this figure was available, $21
billion U.S. dollars worth of
food products were exported to
Canada by the United States.
From a cross-border perspective, bilateral trade
in the agriculture sector has quadrupled since
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) came into place in 1994.
The North American Agrifood Market
Integration Consortium (NAAMIC) was in
existence from 2004-2008 with the purpose
of opening communications between industry
leaders, policy makers and academics
regarding market integration between
countries. Research and evaluation of
policies, programs and regulations were its
goals. A series of workshops and annual
meetings were held. Thanks to the work
accomplished by the NAAMIC, trade disputes
were analyzed, discussed and resolved
leading to the market integration Canada and
the U.S. enjoy at present.
Canada exports $1 billion dollars worth
of agrifood products into the U.S. which has
meant the creation of 6,800 jobs and $1.3
billion in resulting economic activity that
benefits American citizens.
The different growing seasons in each
country ensures that fresh produce is
delivered year-round to both Canada and
U.S. consumers. Information shown below
illustrates the means of trade—and a
fine dining result, follow the recipe given
for a perfect lunchtime meal!

TRADE MATES & TABLE MATES
•

Canadian livestock fills America’s feedlots

•

Canadian oilseeds (soy, sunflower, rapeseed) fill America’s
crushing plants

•

Canada is a major purchaser of U.S. farm machinery

•

The U.S is a major purchaser of Canadian fertilizer, feed, energy and
oil

•

The U.S. and Canadian supply chains are well-oiled machines that
are fully integrated

•

Canadian wheat goes into American bread, and American bread is
sold to Canada

•

Meat packing plants in the U.S. process Canadian cattle and hogs

•

Malt from Canada is used in U.S. beer production

Recipe For The Perfect North American Burger & Fries
Beef from animals born in Alberta are raised in Nebraska
and processed in Colorado
Ketchup from Ohio and lettuce from Arizona
Buns baked in Michigan with flour from Saskatchewan
Tomatoes from Ontario and onions from
Washington state
Mushrooms from British Columbia
Bacon processed in Iowa from hogs raised in Manitoba
Potatoes from Manitoba processed in North Dakota … make
the ultimate North American burger and fries.

A proven track record
by way of strong discipline.
When you require a higher level of financial services, confidence
matters, both in your assets and in the person you’ve entrusted
to manage your money. At MidFirst Private Bank, we believe these
are linked. Our discipline is finding a balance between investment
innovation and strategically sound decision making. The result is
a long-term solution that suits all of your goals.

Conveniently located in DC Ranch Marketplace

midfirstprivatebank.com
480.384.5760

Member FDIC

7929-11_MFB-PrivateBank-Horse-CABC.indd 1

There is an art to
navigating risk
while putting
opportunities
together.
It’s our specialty.

ROGERS LAW, LTD.
Robert K. Rogers, Managing Partner
602.852.5550
www.RogersLawLtd.com

12/11/14 4:56 PM

finance

LOOKING N RTH TO
FINANCE GROWTH
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C

ompanies based in Arizona and elsewhere in
the U.S. can look to Canada as an attractive
source of growth capital. Canada’s leading
equities markets, Toronto Stock Exchange
(TSX) and TSX Venture Exchange (TSXV), are
ideal growth platforms for companies at all stages of
development across all sectors, including small and
medium-sized enterprises who may consider themselves
too small for public market transactions in the U.S.
Taken together, as of the middle of 2014, TSX and
TSXV ranked first in North America by the number
of listings, eight in the world by market capitalization,
and were fourth globally for equity capital raised since the start of
2013.1 The exchanges are world leaders in the mining, oil and gas, and
clean technology sectors by the number of listed companies. TSX and
TSXV also operate in a country with strong economic fundamentals.
Canada has a top-tier AAA credit rating from Standard & Poor’s,2
the lowest net debt-to-GDP in the Group of Seven (G-7),3 and its
banking system has been ranked as the soundest in the world for six
consecutive years by the World Economic Forum.4 Not bad for a midsized country with a little over 35 million people.
More than half of international listings on TSX and TSXV are
companies based in the U.S. In 151 financings last year and so far in
2014, U.S.-headquartered companies listed on the Exchanges raised
a total of $2.8 billion. U.S.-headquartered companies on TSX and
TSXV include major corporations such as General Motors Company
(TSX:GMM.U) and Brookfield Office Properties Inc. (TSX:BPO),
as well as more junior firms such as Stellar Biotechnologies, Inc.
(TSXV:KLH), which was the top overall company in the 2014
TSX Venture 50 ranking, and Arizona-based Q-Gold Resources
Ltd. (TSXV:QGR). Many Canadian companies, both private and
public, have a presence in Arizona. According to the Canada Arizona
Business Council, more than a hundred companies from Canada have
operations in the state across a diverse range of industry sectors.
While Arizona may seem a long away from Toronto, businesses in
both regions share common goals: to execute on growth strategies and
provide steady returns for their investors. Arizona is widely recognized
for its strengths in the mining and real estate sectors, and for being an
up-and-coming innovation hub that attracts highly-skilled, welleducated people. For its part, the concentration of financial expertise
in Toronto has created an ecosystem in which companies can raise
capital efficiently from a worldwide investment community. TSX and
TSXV are at the heart of Canada’s financial ecosystem and stand ready
to help fuel your growth.
Unless noted otherwise, all data as of October 31, 2014.

1

World Federation of Exchanges. “Monthly Statistical Reports,” June 2014.

2

Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services. “Sovereigns Rating List.”

3

International Monetary Fund. “World Economic Outlook,” April 2013.

4

World Economic Forum. “The Global Competitiveness Report: 2013-2014.”

The information is provided for information purposes only. Neither TMX Group Limited
nor any of its affiliated companies guarantees the completeness of the information contained
in this publication and we are not responsible for any errors or omissions in, or your use of,
or reliance on, the information. The information provided is not an invitation to purchase
securities listed on Toronto Stock Exchange and/or TSX Venture Exchange. TMX Group
and its affiliated companies do not endorse or recommend any securities referenced in this
publication. This document is not intended to provide legal, accounting, tax, investment,
financial or other advice, and should not be relied on for such advice. ©2014 TSX Inc.
All rights reserved. Do not sell or modify any of the content or materials in this document
without TSX Inc.’s prior written consent.

Arizona-Headquartered Companies Listed on Toronto Stock Exchange
and TSX Venture Exchange:
•
Chaparral Gold Corp. (TSX:CHL) – The precious metals company
is actively permitting the wholly-owned Gemfield deposit at the
Goldfield property, in central Nevada. The company also holds
100% interest in the advanced-stage Converse property, also
located in Nevada.
•
GWR Global Water Resources Corp. (TSX:GWR) – The water
resources company owns and operates regulated water,
wastewater and recycled water utilities in the metropolitan
Phoenix area.
•
Enssolutions Group Inc. (TSXV:ENV) – The company provides its
clients in the mining, construction, public infrastructure and
solar industries with green solutions to their long term surface
stabilization and dust
control issues.
•
Q-Gold Resources Ltd. (TSXV:QGR) – The company controls six
historic gold and silver mines near Crown King, AZ, where,
after airborne and ground geophysical surveys, it has revealed
a number of drill targets. The company is also focused on
reactivating the historic (1890's) Foley Mine located in
Northwestern Ontario, Canada.

banking

Welcome to
the regional cities
of Arizona
GREG
STANTON
MAYOR OF PHOENIX

P

hoenix, Arizona is the vibrant center of one of the fastest growing job
markets in the United States, and an emerging leader in the new economy
with proven strength in high technology, manufacturing, biosciences and

Many large businesses are valued community partners: Honeywell International,
American Express, Avnet, USAA, Wells Fargo, Amazon, ON Semiconductor, eBay, and
thousands more. Their employees enjoy Arizona’s incredible climate, and high
quality of life.
As Mayor, I look forward to having the opportunity to show you everything Phoenix
has to offer. For information please contact: Christine Mackay, Community and

advanced business services. The nation’s sixth largest city is a top market for skilled

Economic Development Director at 602-534-9049.

and available workforce—and able to draw from a well-educated regional workforce

For more information visit: www.phoenix.gov

of more than two million.
Just minutes from Sky Harbor International Airport—a major global trade hub—is
Downtown Phoenix, which has become the envy of the Southwest with an urban,
livable, and local lifestyle along a new modern mass transit system.  Downtown is
home to a “higher education nucleus” where all three state universities have classes
near the active 30-acre Biomedical Campus.

governance

SHARON
BRONSON

CATHY
CARLAT

JONATHAN
ROTHSCHILD

PIMA COUNTY

MAYOR OF PEORIA

MAYOR OF TUCSON

Pima County is proud to be the newest member of

As the newly elected Mayor of the City of Peoria, Arizona, I

Tucson is a modern city with an ancient past.

the Canada Arizona Business Council and the sole

am extremely proud that Peoria was the first West Valley

Continuously inhabited for 4,000 years, Tucson is home

governmental representative to the CABC from Southern

Greater Phoenix city to join the Canada Arizona Business

to the University of Arizona, a major research institution.

Arizona. We have enjoyed long-term partnerships with

Council. Peoria is a smart, highly livable, prosperous

Tucson’s economy is based on the Five T’s–technology,

Canadian companies such as Bombardier, Stantec and

community that understands the value of the

trade, transportation, tourism and teaching.

Oracle Mining and we welcome new companies to Pima

Canada-Arizona relationship very clearly. Peoria

County such as Fortis Energy, Canada’s largest investor-

welcomes Canadian visitors and business travelers to

major U.S. city to the deep-water port at Guaymas,

owned utility, and Mattamy Homes, one of the largest

Arizona to participate in all that the City of Peoria has to

Tucson lies along major rail lines and interstate highways,

builders in Canada. Canadian trade, tourism and real estate offer, in particular our incredible tourism amenities, such
investment continue to be important components of Pima

as Lake Pleasant, Challenger Space Center, the Arizona

County’s economy. Foreign Direct Investment from Canada Broadway Theatre, award-winning golf courses and Spring
is critically important for creating jobs in our region and
the Tucson region has the highest percentage of jobs
created by Canadian FDI in Arizona.

Training baseball games.
Also consider that while Peoria consistently ranks at the

Major industry sectors include aerospace and defense,
biotech, information technology, optics and renewable
energy. Tucson also has a thriving entrepreneurial
sector, and has been named one of the top five cities

top nationally as a superb place to live and play, quality

for entrepreneurs by Entrepreneur magazine. With its

business opportunities abound here. As an example,

well-trained workforce, low cost of doing business and

Maxwell Technologies is a leading company in the energy

appealing lifestyle, Tucson is a great place to do business.

hesitate to contact Patrick Cavanaugh, Pima County

storage business that recently selected Peoria for its new

For more information visit: www.tucsonaz.gov

Business Services Coordinator, at patrick.cavanaugh1@

state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Peoria is home to

pima.gov. If we can assist you or your business in

two private universities, Trine University and Huntington

furthering our valued bilateral relationship.

University, as well as Arizona’s only biomedical device

For more information visit: www.pima.gov

business incubator, BioInspire. Whether you are visiting
Arizona for business or pleasure, Peoria is the smart choice.
For more information visit: www.peoriaaz.gov
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making it a natural transportation and logistics hub.

partnership with Canada and the CABC. Please don’t

I look forward to strengthening Pima County’s

68

Located just 60 miles from Mexico, and the nearest

banking

JOHN
GILES

MAYOR OF MESA

MAYOR OF BUCKEYE

As Mayor of Gilbert, Arizona, I want to express my sincere

The City of Buckeye, founded in 1888, is spread across

Here in Mesa, it’s all about what’s next. Whatever your

commitment to developing meaningful partnerships

600 square miles of land, making Buckeye the largest

next adventure may be, business opportunity, cultural

between Canadian firms and those in our community.

city in Arizona, even surpassing Phoenix. With a growing

exploration or house hunting expedition–make sure Mesa

As Arizona’s second largest trade partner and supplier of

population of nearly 60,000 residents, Buckeye is expected

is on your itinerary.

130,000 Arizona jobs, Canada’s importance to our state

to grow over 600% in population over the next decade.

and Gilbert’s economy cannot be overstated.

Buckeye has several award winning schools, has been named

of the Sonoran Desert. As the third largest city in Arizona,

Mesa, Arizona is surrounded by the boundless beauty

one of the Best Places in Arizona to Own a Home (nerdwallet.

with a population of nearly 500,000, Mesa is an urban

Arizona Business Council. The continued investments of

com) and has been recognized as one of Arizona’s Business

desert retreat, where landscapes are legendary. The

Canadian companies in Gilbert contribute to Gilbert’s

Leaders in government. After 126 years being known as the

Phoenix-Mesa area’s population is currently 4.3 million and

focus on retaining and attracting science and technology

Town of Buckeye, voters changed our name to the City of

it’s projected to reach more than 6 million by 2030. Mesa

industries. We hope to establish relationships that will

Buckeye, making us Arizona’s newest city. With a new name,

offers a diverse and sustainable economy with a talented

increase foreign direct investment and enhance policies

status and room to grow, Buckeye has quickly become a hub

and educated workforce. We have a business-friendly

that promote bi-lateral trade. Additionally, as Gilbert

for new business and economic development projects, and

environment that welcomes partnerships between

companies enter the Canadian Market, we hope to help

as our Mayor says, “Buckeye is Open for Business.”

government and industry. As innovators, we are always

these small and medium size firms expand their global

For more information visit: www.buckeyeaz.gov

considering next generation technologies and products

Gilbert is honored to be a member of the Canada

reach. It is Gilbert’s mission to ensure a pro-business

as economic opportunities. Well-known companies such

environment that brings together innovative companies

as Boeing, MD Helicopters, Cessna, Embraer, Banner

from around the world.

Healthcare, Mitel, Fujifilm, Mitsubishi Gas, Bridgestone,

Gilbert is committed to strengthening the ties between

TRW and Nammo Talley all have significant operations

Gilbert and Canada.

in Mesa.

For more information visit: www.gilbertedi.com

For more information visit: www.mesaaz.gov
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MAYOR OF GILBERT

JACKIE
MECK
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JOHN W.
LEWIS

governance

MARK
MITCHELL

JERRY
WEIERS

SHARON
WOLCOTT

MAYOR OF TEMPE

MAYOR OF GLENDALE

MAYOR OF SURPRISE

As the home to Arizona State University, Tempe is a vibrant The City of Glendale and the Canada Arizona Business

The City of Surprise is proud to be the first municipality in

city, always on the move. Located at the center of the

Council have been partners and hosting events together

Arizona to become a member of CABC. Our city’s shared

Valley, surrounded by five freeways and just minutes from

for the past six years. We have welcomed Canadian

vision of creating a sustainable, vibrant and global com-

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, Tempe is the

companies to our city and are proud that Magellan

munity though business development and job creation

perfect place to do business and or for visitors to enjoy a

Aerospace, Mattamy Homes and, most recently, ZyTech

perfectly synchs with CABC’s mission of increasing foreign

vacation. Tempe is literally packed with history, shopping,

Building Systems are now calling Glendale home. I

direct investment and bilateral trade initiatives between

dining, an active nightlife and special events. In fact,

personally traveled to Canada in January of this year with

Arizona and Canada.

nearly every weekend, one can find a sporting event or

a small group of businessmen to meet Alberta companies

music festival in and around Tempe Town Lake, the state’s

that may have an interest in locating in the “Economic

2nd leading tourist attraction. Downtown Tempe is always Engine of the West Valley.” Glendale is the largest city
active and bustling with residents and visitors shopping,

in the West Valley which is home to the NFL’s Arizona

Our Foreign Trade Zone and Enterprise Zone programs
are just two ways we assist foreign companies in meeting
their corporate objectives.
The most recent foreign-based companies to locate in

having dinner in one of our many restaurants or enjoying a Cardinals, the NHL’s Arizona Coyotes, two fabled spring

our city—Rioglass Solar and Gestamp Solar Steel—have

movie or some live entertainment.

seen their businesses grow since coming to Surprise.

Tempe is also known as a great place to do business.
Landlocked and only 42 square miles, Tempe is one of the

training baseball teams, the Los Angeles Dodgers and the
Chicago White Sox—and 59 golf courses. Come see for

yourself why Glendale is a great place for you to locate your great access to multi-model transportation corridors and

densest cities in the Valley, and is working to grow smart in U.S. operations.
the future. And we would love to work with any Canadian
company looking to expand to our warm and sunny

And, the city’s competitive advantages–available land,

For more information visit: www.glendaleaz.com

an educated and ready workforce—are becoming
increasingly known to site selectors and developers.
We look forward to working with the CABC and its

climate. Tempe is the community to live, work, and play.

members to assist Canadian companies in finding new

For more information visit: www.tempe.gov

opportunities in Surprise.
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For more information visit: www.surpriseaz.gov
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AMERICA’S PRODUCT CENTER
PhoenixMart is a 21st-century global commerce center connecting manufacturers and distributors with domestic and
international buyers. The facility is six football fields wide and nine football fields long, featuring 2,000 year-round vendors
offering both offline and online (O2O) environments that create efficiency and productivity. Overall, the giant product
center is focused on building brands, growing sales, leveraging E-Commerce, and distributing efficiently for its tenants on
a global scale. PhoenixMart is the centerpiece of NALTEC (North American, Logistics, Trade and E-Commerce City), a
585-acre master-planned community with wholesale, retail and entertainment all under one roof.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Reserve your space in PhoenixMart,
Call (602) 663-9219
Visit www.phoenixmart.com
Email sales@phoenixmart.com

The Big Question?
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Russia, Canada, the U.S. and other countries are eyeing
the Arctic’s oil and gas. The U.S. Geological Survey
estimates the Arctic holds 90 billion barrels of oil.
Shrinking polar ice makes the region more accessible
to shipping, other industry, but environmental impact
of oil and gas drilling has scientists deeply concerned.
The fight over who owns those resources may turn
out to be the most important territorial dispute of the
century. Russia, Canada, the United States, Denmark,
Norway, Sweeden, Iceland and Finland all have a stake in
the Arctic’s icy real estate. So the question is: “Who will
ultimately own the Arctic Circle?”

U.S. jobs depedent on trade with Canada
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According to a 2010 study commissioned by the Embassy of Canada,
based on 2008 data, 8 millioin U.S. jobs depend on trade with Canada.
Trade figures are in millions of U.S. dollars.
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The Distant Early Warning Line, also known as
the DEW Line or Early Warning Line,
is a system of radar stations in Canada’s far
northern Artic region. It was set up in 1957 to the
late 1980s to detect incoming Soviet bombers
during the Cold War and to provide an early
warning of any sea-and-land invasion.

Pima County is a logistical hub offering
Canadian companies easy access to the
burgeoning markets of Mexico and the
economic powerhouse of the Sun Corridor –
Arizona’s megalopolis and its $200 billion GDP.

Pima County Works
We offer:
• Exceptional quality of life in the scenic Sonoran Desert
• A logistics hub for Arizona, Mexico and the U.S., ideally
located on major rail, air and highway lines
• An educated workforce and a world-renowned research
university
• Worldwide leaders in manufacturing, aerospace, biotech
and mining industries
• Incentives: A Foreign Trade Zone, Workforce training and
other incentives offered by the state and municipalities

Pima County is a warm and welcoming place
for Canadian business!
For more information, contact:
Patrick Cavanaugh
Pima County
Business Services Coordinator
(520) 724-3296
Patrick.Cavanaugh1@pima.gov

security

BY EVELYN SARAULT

O

ften referred to informally
around the globe as “the
Mounties”, the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police
is Canada’s national police
service. Mandated with preserving the peace
and upholding Canadian laws, it is truly
unique in the world of law enforcement; it
provides four levels of policing services—
federal, provincial, municipal
and international.
Initially established in 1873, the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police’s history is long
and distinguished. Originally known as
the North-West Mounted Police, it was

conceived under the direction of Sir John A.
Macdonald, Canada’s first Prime Minister
and Minister of Justice. His objective was
to bring law and Canadian authority to
the new North-West Territories at the time
(known today as the provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan.)
What started off as the North-West
Mounted Police with 150 recruits in
1873, has evolved into the modern police
force known today as the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), employing 30,000
employees Canada-wide, including 18,400
police officers integrated across all four levels
of policing.
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Canada’s
Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

As Canada’s national police force, the
RCMP plays a critical part in ensuring
the safety and security of Canadians, as
well as contributing to make the world
a safer place. By tackling crime at the
municipal/provincial/territorial, federal
and international levels, the RCMP
provides an integrated approach to safety
and security from coast to coast to coast,
and abroad.
Working under the authority of the
RCMP Act, the organization is currently
led by Commissioner Bob Paulson, who
under the direction of the Minister of
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
provides guidance and oversight of the
Force. Proud of its traditions and focused
on meeting future challenges, the RCMP
is focusing its enforcement efforts on five
strategic priorities:
• Serious and organized crime—Reducing
the threat and impact of organized
crime, including offences related to
identity theft, human trafficking, sexual
crimes against children, counterfeit
goods and credit card fraud. By
working closely with its domestic and
international partners the RCMP is
tackling the dismantling of todays’
criminal groups.
• National security—The greatest threat
to Canada’s national security is the
threat of terrorist criminal activity in
Canada and abroad. It is the RCMP’s
role to prevent, detect, deny and
respond to terrorist activity in the
interest of keeping Canadians safe.
• Youth—Through community outreach,
engagement, intervention and diversion,
the RCMP aims at reducing youth
involvement in crime whether as victims
or offenders.
• Aboriginal communities—Delivering
culturally competent police services
provides the foundation necessary to
build partnerships with the more than
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STRUCTURE AND
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES:

security

600 aboriginal communities that the
RCMP serves.
• Economic integrity—By focusing
on economic integrity and crimes
that undermine it, the RCMP aids
in securing the Canadian economy
and the confidence of Canadian and
International consumers and investors.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Federally:
Its federal policing mandate is among the
core activities of the RCMP and is carried
out in every province and territory across
Canada. From organized crime, terrorism
threats, and border security, to ensuring
the safety of major events and dignitaries,
the RCMP works with its Canadian
counterparts and international partners to
maintain Canada’s safety.

Over the past decades, the RCMP
has developed a number of successful
and innovative initiatives with U.S. law
enforcement agencies to enhance the security
of the shared 8,900 km (5530 miles) border.
The introduction of Integrated Border
Enforcement Teams (IBETs) in the mid-90’s
as a response to an increase in cross-border
smuggling between British Columbia and
Washington State, has now evolved into 23
IBET teams covering 15 regions along the
entire Canada-U.S. border.
The RCMP also continues to work
closely with various U.S. law enforcement
agencies to advance law enforcement
initiatives and develop more effective
measures to disrupt cross-border crime. The
recently implemented Shiprider program,
where cross-designated officers from both
countries patrol high-risk maritime areas

between the two counties, is an example
of the seamless continuity of enforcement
operations across the border.
As part of its federal mandate, the
RCMP also provides a full range of
technical, forensic and training services
to Canadian law enforcement agencies
across the country, including the National
DNA Data Bank, the National AntiCounterfeiting Bureau and the Canadian
Police College.
Provincially and Municipally:
When it comes to provincial and municipal
policing, the RCMP provides front-line
policing services, under the terms of
policing agreements, to eight of Canada’s ten
provinces as well as to its three territories.
The only provinces that do not have the
RCMP as their provincial and municipal

THE ROAD AHEAD:
Whether at the international, national,
provincial or municipal level, the goal of the
RCMP has been, and will continue to be,
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Internationally:
The RCMP’s duties also extend beyond
Canada’s physical borders. On the
international front, the RCMP currently
has 42 Liaison Officers (LOs) deployed
to 30 locations in 26 different countries
around the world. With a primary focus
of maintaining law enforcement links
and facilitating bilateral cooperation, LOs
provide a crucial link in the prevention and

detection of international criminal offences
that impact Canada. Posting Liaison Officers
in several strategic locations around the
globe not only provides Canada with an
international link that is crucial in today’s
ever changing policing environment, but
also helps to contribute to the safety and
security of Canadians at home as well.
International policing also provides
peace keeping opportunities for RCMP
officers, and their Canadian law
enforcement partners. With the goal of
aiding foreign police services rebuild and
strengthen their law enforcement, Canadian
police help to create a safer and more stable
world-wide police community. Over the
past 25 years, more than 3,500 Canadian
police officers have served on close to 60
peace operations in 30 countries worldwide. Today, 90 Canadian police Officers,
including RCMP are serving on peace
operations in Haiti and the West Bank.
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police forces are the provinces of Ontario
and Quebec as they have their own
police forces.
Policing over 151 municipalities and
more than 600 aboriginal communities,
many in remote locations including the
northern regions of Canada, accounts for
70 per cent of the RCMP’s operational
capabilities. RCMP members across Canada
respond daily to approximately 7,500 calls
for service from the public, ranging from
common theft to robberies and homicides.
Their mandate is to preserving the peace,
upholding the laws and providing quality
service in partnership with Canadian
communities.

providing safe homes
and safe communities
for Canadians. The
RCMP will continue to
work with communities,
provinces and
international partners
and build upon the
successes of its current
efforts to evolve into a
modern, intelligenceled, more effective
organization focused
on meeting the policing
demands of the 21st
century. Throughout its
long history, the RCMP
has strived to provide
seamless security within,
at, and beyond Canada’s
borders and have risen to
become a world renowned police force, one
that Canadians are proud to call their own.
To learn more about the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, please visit
www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca

business listings
THIS SECTION IS SPONSORED BY:

CITY OF PEORIA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Contact: Scott Whyte
Phone: 623-773-7738
Email: scott.whyte@peoriaaz.gov
Website: www.peoriaaz.gov/ed
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CITY OF GILBERT
Contact: Karla Moran
Phone: 480-589-7548
Email: karla.moran@gilbertaz.gov
Website: www.gilbertedi.com

ARIZONA OFFICE OF TOURISM
Phone: 1-877-556-4159
Email: kevins@azcommerce.com
Website: www.visitarizona.com

CITY OF MARICOPA
Contact: Michael Winer
Phone: 520-316-6992
Email: michael.winer@maricopa-az.gov
Website: www.maricopamatters.com

ARIZONA COMMERCE AUTHORITY
Contact: Kevin Sullivan
Phone: 602-845-1200
Email: kevins@azcommerce.com
Website: www.azcommerce.com

CITY OF SURPRISE
Contact: Rick Buss
Phone: 623-222-1026
Email: rick.buss@surpriseaz.gov
Website: www.surpriseaz.gov

ALLIANCE BANK OF ARIZONA
Contact: Julian Fruhling
Phone: 480-998-6538
Email: jfruhling@alliancebankofarizona.com
Website: www.alliancebankofarizona.com

CITY OF TUCSON
Contact: Chris Kaselemis
Phone: 520-837-6576
Email: chris.kaselemis@tucsonaz.gov
Website: www.tucsonaz.gov/business

CANCER TREATMENT CENTERS OF AMERICA
Contact: Scott Wellman, Community
Relations Manager
Phone: 623-207-3000
Email: scott.wellman@ctca-hope.com
Website: www.cancercenter.com

COLTON COMMERCIAL
Contact: Dan Colton, CCIM
Phone: 480-894-3633 (direct)
Email: dcolton@coltoncommercial.com
Website: www.coltoncommercial.com

CITY OF BUCKEYE–ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Contact: Len Becker, Economic
Development Director
Phone: 623-349-6971
Email: lbecker@buckeyeaz.gov
Website: www.buckeyeaz.gov

DMB ASSOCIATES, INC.
Contact: Karrin Taylor, Executive Vice President
Phone: 480-367-7383
Email: ktaylor@dmbinc.com
Website: www.dmbinc.com

DOWNTOWN SCOTTSDALE
Phone: 480-312-2459
Email: downtownscott@scottsdaleaz.gov
Website: www.downtownscottsdale.com
FENNEMORE CRAIG, P.C.
Contact: Damon Meidinger
Phone: dmeidinger@fclaw.com
Email: dmeidinger@fclaw.com
Website: www.fennemorecraig.com
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ARIZONA
Contact: Sharon Brown
Phone: 480-874-2326
Email: isa@isaz.org
Website: www.isaz.org
KEATSCONNELLY
Contact: Barbara Madden
Phone: 602-955-5007
Email: barbaram@keatsconnelly.com
Website: www.keatsconnelly.com

MARICOPA ASSOCIATION OF
GOVERNMENTS
Contact: Denise McClafferty
Phone: 602-254-6300
Email: dmcclafferty@azmag.gov
Website: www.azmag.gov; www.connectbien.com
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MUSEUM (MIM)
Contact: Guest Services
Phone: 480-478-6000
Email: guestservice@mim.org
Website: www.mim.org
OASIS HOSPITAL
Contact: Jim Flinn
Phone: 602-797-7700
Email: jflinn@oasishospital.com
Website: www.oasishospital.com

CANADIAN COMPANIES
OPERATING IN ARIZONA
3D-P
Agrium, Inc.
Air Canada
Alpha Pro Tech, Ltd.
American Bonanza
American Hotel Income Properties REIT LP
Appendix Sonovision
Arizona Coyotes
Bank of Montreal (BMO)
Bear Creek Mining Corp.
Birch Hill Equity Partners Management Inc.
Blackjack
Bombardier, Inc.
Boyd Group Income Fund
Brookfield Asset Management
Brookfield Residential
CAE
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
Canadian Mining, Inc.
Capital Power Corp.
Capstone Mining Corporation (Pinto Valley
Mining Co.)
Cascade Investment LLC
Cascades
Cementation Canada
Certive Solutions Inc.
CGI
Circle K
Colliers International
Columbus Gold Corp.
Conestoga-Rovers and Associates
Constellation Software Inc.
Coreslab Structures
DIRTT Environmental Solutions
Discovery Air Inc.
Elrus Aggregate Systems
Energy Fuels
EngHouse Systems
EPCOR
Exchange Income Corporation
Explorer Software Inc.
Extendicare Inc.
Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd.
Fairmont Hotels
Ferti Technologies, Inc.
FirstService Corp.
Fortis, Inc.
Four Seasons Resorts
Gerber Collision
Gildan Activewear Inc.
Glentel Inc.
Global Water
Golder and Associates
Guarantee Company of North America
Harvard Investments
Hatch and Associates
HDI Curis, Inc.
Hemisphere GPS
Hudbay Minerals

Hypertec Systems
IA Insurance
IMAX Theaters
Jamp Pharmaceuticals
Jim Pattison Group Inc.
JV Driver
Kahala Corporation
Keg Restaurants
Landmark Homes
Liberty Water
Long View Systems
Lululemon Athletica
MAAX Spas Industries
Magellan Aerospace
Manulife Financial Corp.
Mattamy Homes
Mercator Minerals
Mesa Exploration
Metrobridge
Mitel Networks
Neiman Marcus
New Flyer Industries
Noranco Inc.
Northern Freegold
Northern Vertex Mining Corporation
Northstar Aerospace
Obsidian Strategics
ONEX Corporation
Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement
System (OMERS)
Onyx Drafting
Oracle Mining Corp.
Oxygen Property Group
Paramount Resources, Ltd.
PCL
Peterson Group
PetPlanet
Presto Casting
Price HVAC
Purolator International
Quaterra Resources
Redhawk Resources
Ridgeline Energy
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
Royal Bank of Canada (RBC)
Saks Fifth Avenue
Salt Creek Furniture
Seneca Insurance
Silent Aire Technology
SkyMed International, Inc.
Sleep America
Solium Capital
Sona Resources Corp.
Southern Silver
St. Clair Technologies, Inc.
Standard Aero
Stantec, Inc.
Statesman
Stella-Jones Inc.
Sunlife Financial USA
Talia Jevan Properties, Inc.
TCG International, Inc.
Terraco

Thue Lithium
Tim Horton’s
Toronto Dominion Bank (TD Bank)
TransCanada Corporation
TransForce Inc.
Trapeze Software
Tucson Electric Power/Fortis
Uni-Select Inc.
Unity Telecom
Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc.
Verve Wellness Center
Vitran Express West
Walton International
Weider Global
WestJet
Wildcat Silver Corp
The Winroc Corporation
Wolf Companies
The Woodbridge Company Limited
Zeox Corporation
ZyTech Building Systems

ARIZONA COMPANIES
OPERATING IN CANADA
Agate, Inc.
American Traffic Solutions
The Apollo Group
Avnet
Best Western Hotels
Boeing Corporation
Cold Stone Creamery
Dial Corporation
General Dynamics C4 Systems
GoDaddy
Henkel
Honeywell Aerospace
Hypercom
Insight Distribution
Iridium
JDA Software
Kahala
Keats-Connelly Financial Services
Landmark Aviation
Mayo Clinic
Microchip Technology, Inc.
Nutri-Health Supplements
On Semiconductor
PetSmart, Inc.
Raytheon
Rigid Industries
Sargent Controls & Aerospace
TASER International, Inc.
TYR Tactical, LLC
U-Haul Systems
U.S. Airways (now the New American)
Viad Corporation

business listings
PIMA COUNTY– ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Contact: Patrick Cavanaugh
Phone: 520-724-3296
Email: patrick.cavanaugh1@pima.gov
Website: www.pima.gov
PHOENIX CONVENTION CENTER & VENUES
Phone: 602-262-6225; 800-282-4842
Email: phoenix.convention.center@phoenix.gov
Website: www.phoenixconventioncenter.com
PHOENIXMART
Contact: Doug Singer
Phone: 602-464-9693
Email: dsinger@phoenixmart.com
Website: www.phoenixmart.com
ROGERS LAW, LTD
Contact: Robert K. Rogers
Phone: 602-852-5540
Email: rrogers@rogerslawltd.com
Website: www.rogerslawltd.com
SANCTUARY CAMELBACK MOUNTAIN RESORT & SPA
Contact: Kathy Massarand, Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone: 480-607-2327
Email: kmassarand@sanctuaryaz.com
Website: www.sanctuaryaz.com
SKYMED INTERNATIONAL INC.
Contact: Will Klein
Email: will@skymed.com
Website: www.skymed.com
STANTEC CONSULTING SERVICES INC.
Contact: Scott Schlund, Managing Senior Principal
Phone: 602-707-4651
Email: scot.schlund@stantec.com
Website: www.stantec.com
ST. CLAIR TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Contact: Brandon Laurin
Phone: 602-842-7295
Email: blaurin@stclairtech.com
Website: www.stclairtech.com
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TOCA (THE ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC ASSOCIATION)
Contact: Susan Williams
Phone: 602-277-6211
Email: swilliams@tocamd.com
Website: www.tocamd.com
ZYTECH BUILDING SYSTEMS, INC.
Contact: Glen Walker
Phone: 623-322-9300
Email: glenw@zytechaz.com
Website: www.zytechaz.com
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Guide

$35.00 CAN/US

Additional Copies

If you would like to order additional copies of the
2015 CABC Resource Guide, please fill out your
information below.
Quantity ($35.00 CAN/US each) Amount ($)

Payment enclosed
Credit card #		
Exp. date		

Credit card
			
3-digit PIN 		

Signature

		

Name on card 		

			

Address			

			

City			

			

State /Province

Zip/Postal

Fill out and mail your information to:
Sentry Enterprises, Inc.
4600 E. Shea Blvd. #208
Phoenix, AZ 85028
Please allow 4 to 6 six weeks for delivery. We will not
sell, rent or share your personal information.
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Chase Field - Home of the Arizona Diamondbacks

5-MINUTE WALK

At the Phoenix Convention Center in Downtown Phoenix, your group is
minutes away from a great game or world-class event. So book today
and watch your event take a big step in the right direction.

PHOENIXCONVENTIONCENTER.COM |

800-282-4842 |

Come to
Peoria, Arizona.
You Can Leave
Your Parka Behind.
Peoria, Arizona is the smart move for business.
By offering the best quality workforce in
Greater Phoenix, shovel-ready sites, and a
true innovation economy with top schools,
Peoria is your smart choice.

It’s alway
day forsga great
olf!
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• The Best Quality Workforce
in Greater Phoenix*
• Investment Zones with Move-in-Ready
and Shovel-Ready Sites
• Hot new retail and office markets:
The Avenue Shoppes at P83 & Vistancia
• Arizona’s Only Biomedical Incubator, BioInspire
• Leading Northwest Greater Phoenix
community with a solid economic
development plan and incentive policy
*According to a study by the consulting firm Wadley Donovan, Peoria’s workforce ranks
higher than any Greater Phoenix community in 7 out of 11 high-skilled professions.
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Sign up for our Economic Development
News E-blast at www.peoriaaz.gov/ED_eblast

Check us out online at www.peoriaaz.gov or call us at 623.773.7735
for more information about how Peoria is the smart choice for business!

BUCKEYE, ARIZONA
A GREAT PLACE FOR CANADIANS TO

L I V E , W O R K , A N D P L AY.

The newest city in Arizona is also its biggest secret.
At 600 square miles, Buckeye is the largest city in Arizona

B U C K E Y E M AYO R

JACKIE MECK

IS PROUD TO DECLARE

BUCKEYE IS

OPEN

by land area. Our 678% growth in population has created
an abundant and eager workforce and some of the most
beautiful communities in the valley. Discover how you and
your business can benefit by locating to the city of Buckeye!

FOR BUSINESS!

www.buckeyeaz.gov
ecdev@buckeyeaz.gov

